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Grad assistants organize
closed-circuit TV program
By Mary Wey

Students from the University wishing
to televise a program concerning
anything from dance and drama to other
forms of creative art now have their
opportunity
Graduate assistants from the
University's speech department
announced yesterday they are
sponsoring a new closed-circuit
television program and are looking for
ideas and contributions from students
interested in any field of broadcasting.
Programs will be taped at South flail
and broadcast from WBGU-TV until the
program is furnished with more
equipment In lime, the program will be
completely independent of WBGU-TV
Channel 70 and the speech department

students re-direct their interests into
other areas such as theater.
Now. with the TV program,
undergraduates in broadcasting will
have the opportunity for immediate
experience and training, he explained.
Naughton said once the program is
"good enough," students in Speech 363
and 463. receiving permission from the
department, should be able to use time
spent on programs as credit for lab
requirements.
FILM PRODUCTION classes,
television production classes,
departments of the University, and all
other students are also free to submit
any innovative material, slides, dance,
drama or any other form of creative art
Students in broadcasting must wait they would like televised.
According to Naughton, the television
until their junior year before taking
television courses. The graduate program is "open to anybody who wants
students think this is the reason many to do anything " IV said shows should be

ACCORDING to Brien Naughton.
station manager, the new program will
be completely "free-wheeling with no
restrictions" All programs will be
produced, directed and technically
managed by students.
Graduate students in broadcasting
thought it was necessary to initiate a
new television program, other than
Channel 70. to provide a more
unrestricted outlet for their creative
talents. Naughton said.
He encouraged freshmen and
sophomores in the broadcasting field to
take the opportunity provided by the
new program to gain experience and
training

Focus on dorm parties

Policy changes sought
By Ann Hofbauer
Staff Reporter
Proposed changes in the University
Student Guide concerning residence hall
programs will be presented at
tomorrow's Student Affairs Council
meeting, according to Art Toalston.
student body president
The changes deal with hall hours and
the use of alcohol. Toalston said.
Toalston said he wants to add to the
section on hall hours a proposal that "the
dorm government may also decide to
close the hall during other hours for use
by residents and guests only."
In the section concerning the use of
alcohol. Toalston said one proposed
change reads-'special parlies at which
3.2 beer may be served may be scheduled
by the dorm government in any
residence hall so long as the dorm
government takes the responsibility of
enforcing existing regulations and
conducting proper clean-up."

HE ADDED that he proposes striking
from the Guide a sentence stating no
more than three parties may be
scheduled per quarter
Most dormitory residents, with the
exception of I'arshman and Kreischer,
can't use the facilities in terms of
holding dormitory functions because
most residence halls don't have
"designated recreation areas." he said.
Instead residents have to use
cafeterias and pay for their use. he said.
"Dorm budgets are so small that it is
ridiculous to make the residents pay for
the use of their own halls." Toalston
said.
The Food Service's department is not
in favor of using cafeterias for other
functions because, with the new meal
coupon system, there are cash registers
and electric machines housed there.

"STUDENT RESIDENTS should have

Winter term registration
to close today at 5 p.m.
Students who have not yet registered have openings after requests that were
for winter quarter classes have until 5 turned in on time have been processed.
p.m. today to turn their forms into the
Brewer said he expects from 3.000 to
registration window in the 4.000 students to turn in their forms
Administration Bldg.
today. IV said 5,000 forms have already
According to Cary Brewer, assistant to been received and organized, and an
the registrar, unless students meet the estimated 6,000 to 7,000 forms still need
registration deadline, they will be attention. Many of these are still coming
subject to a loss of hours priorities in through the mail, he said.
scheduling.
Nearly all of the freshman have been
Instead, they will be assigned to turned
in, he said. The majority of
courses on the basis of what classes still forms still out belong to upperclassmen.

the ability to declare when the dorm will
be public or private when they desire."
said Dennis Kelly, resident in charge of
programming at Conklin Kail.
"They should be able to throw parties
in their own hall, like Conklin. and avoid
the extra cost and hassle of moving to
another location." he continued.
Kelly said Conklin Kail had planned
earlier this year to have beer party in the
hall itself with beer kegs located on the
floors, for residents and their guests
only.
According to University policy an "F"
permit has to be obtained three weeks in
advance ol the event and then has to be
approved by an assistant dean of
students.
KELLY SAID THE permit had been
obtained and notarized by an assistant
dean Then the Wednesday before the
event they were told by the dean's office
they couldn't have the party because of
University policy, he continued.
According to University policy, a party
where alcoholic beverages are served
can only be held in a given recreational
area.
If there is no area in the particular
dormitory, the event can be held in a
cafeteria.
Kowever, Conklin has neither, Kelly
said.
There is also a state law prohibiting
the use of alcohol in open containers in
public areas, and the University
considers dormitory halls public places,
he said.
"As the policy is set up now, it is very
prejudiced. If you happen to iive in
Karshman or Kreischer, which have
adequate facilities, you can have a beer
party. But if you get stuck in a dorm like
Conklin without facilities, you can't have
one. The policy does not fit the needs of
the students." he said.

partially educative, but also
entertaining.
The goals of the program, as set by the
graduate students, are fourfold:
-to serve as a production and training
facility for students interested in any
area of broadcasting, but have had no
experience.
-to act as an intermediate step for
students between classroom work and
the professional television job.
-to increase campus communication
between the administration and students
and between students and other students.
-to serve as a creative outlet into the
mass media for students in departments
such as music, theater, art, popular
culture, experimental studies. English,
dance and other areas of the speech
department.
The first broadcast is scheduled for
January by way of closed-circuit TV
available in many University
classrooms. Future plans include closedcircuit broadcasting of programs into all
the University's dormitories.
At present, the program is receiving
no funds from the University. After the
new budget is released, however, the
program's organizers hope to receive
minimal funds for video tapes and other
low cost equipment, according to Dr.
Tucker.
Naughton said production costs of the
program should be very small.
IV plans to present controversial,
innovative and out-of-the ordinary
materials He said this is possible since
they are not legally restricted by FCC
regulations.

In • renoratien of a ItM ruling, Dr. Jama* «m», director of Iha Student Heaim
Center, has MM that birth control pint and other form* of contraception wil net
bo dkpented at the cantor.

Lonesome
road

"I'm walking down that long, lon.tom. highway..." Or across it, at in (hit cloi.d-in bfidg.
whkh spans the Now York Thruway, "...and
wh.r. I'm bound, I can't loll..."

Backers discuss future
of health food store
The future of Food for Thought looks a
little brighter as a result of last night's
meeting of people interested in keeping
the natural food co-op open.
A number of new people have
expressed interest in gradually assuming
the responsibilities of operating the store
which has become a five-man operation
according to RichSchagerwho conducted
the meeting.
One possibility suggested for reducing,
costs the store is incurring is cutting
down the hours that the store is open.
Currently Food for Thought is open from
about 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.. six days a week.
The main problems that the managers
of Food for Thought have encountered in
the eleven months they have been open

have been distribution and lack of
refrigeration.
Because of the rapid increase in health
food stores, distributors have been
swamped with orders that they have
been unable to fill.
"WE HAD a hard time with the
distributor in Toledo wince we were a
new business. He didn't want to
jeopardize his relations with another
health food store that had been in
operation for thirty years," Mike Saba,
one of the store operators explained.
Another impediment has been the lack
of refrigeration which eliminates popular food items such as homemade yogurt,
fresh produce, and dairy products.
"We're still looking for a Food for

Thought cook to ship us his or her own
recipes so that people will know what to
do with the food once they buy It,"
Schager remarked.
The main problem now is not sales, but
capital concluded Vince Giarratana, one
of the founders of the store. The present
managers maintained that at least 100
new memberships at $10 each are needed
in order for the co-op to remain open
beyond November. "The memberships
entitle the holder to not only a ten per
cent lifetime reduction on items purchased, but also give him a voice in how
the store is run if he is interested,"
Giarratana said.
Memberships can be obtained at Food
for Thought at 118 W Wooster or by calling 353-3874.

1969 ruling still holds

Pill policy unchanged
By Barb Bracker

The pill
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There are no plans for the Student
Health Center to change its policy of
not providing contraceptives, according
to Dr. James Olms, director of the
center.
In a 1969 announcement to Student
Council, Dr. Olms cited several reasons
for the center's policy. One was the
disagreeable and potentially dangerous
tide effects that may result from the use
of birth control pills.
The announcement also stated it is not
in the realm of the Student Health
Center to provide contraceptive devices
or medications since these have no
relationship to illness or prevention of
Illness.
A THIRD reason offered by the 1969
announcement
was that the
administration of contraceptive pills is a
non-therapeutic procedure and is purely
elective. According to the statement, the
Student Health Center does not
provide elective surgery, medicine or
dentistry.
The policy of the Student Health
Center is under no administrative control, and is strictly up to the center.

At Michigan State University, the
Student Health Center has no set policy
on dispensing contraceptives, according
to its director. Dr. James S. Feurid.
Dr. Feurid said "decisions are made
on the basis of the patient's individual
needs." He said doctors may prescribe
contraceptives, but students "can't just
walk in and ask for pills."
"The decision is made as the result of
a doctor-patient relationship, and there
must be a good basis for the decision."
he said.
According to him, fall always brings
the heaviest request for contraceptives
as the freshmen arrive on campus.
Only a certain percentage of the
Michigan State Health Center's
appointments are allotted to students
seeking some form of contraception, said
Dr. Feurid. He said the center found it
necessary to pace the number of
appointments it accepts because of the
limited time the center has to deal with
other medical problems.
THE DIRECTOR of the Student
Health Center at Ohio State University,
said there is a limited contraceptive
service at OSU.

"We don't wish to totally shut the door
on contraceptive services." said Dr.
Turner. The limited service policy was
established because of an inadequate
staff, he said.
The "high risk group of marrieds or
soon-to-be-marrieds" is the group which
receives most of the health center's
service, said Dr. Turner. At the present
time, gynecologists provide
approximately 50 hours of service a week
at the OSU I Va 11 h Center, he added.
DR. TURNER, who is a member of a
Columbus Planned Parenthood group,
said his department recognizes the need
for an expanded contraceptive program.
He said some strides have been made by
making the public aware of available
alternatives.
The University of Cincinnati is in about
the same position as OSU. according to
Dr Turner.
Neither Miami University nor Ohio
University have strong contraceptives
programs either, said Dr. Turner.
The policy of the Student Health
Center at Toledo University is basically
the same as the policy of the health
center here, said Ms. George Caster,
head nurse at the health center.

Kp«/W»—Www> wi*m<n.wt»—»■» 10. IW1

On* of the two recently built
modern homoi, this ono houses
tho Nothory family along with
moil
of
tho
othor
mala
community members.

"Jeep", 10 named because of hit
birth in a jeep, caret for the
commune's horses and does,
doing leatherwork in hit spare
HIM,

Ray Nothory, who hat lived at
Groco Havon for ono and a half
years, tayt tho lord lad him to hit
ministry thara.

Christians grace' Haven

Pastoral activity, liko braiding grass lauralt on a gontly sloping hilltida, provida
that* thraa young communa mambars with a plaasant aftarnoon.

"Freedom within a form is what we're about
here at Grace Haven.'' explained Kay Nethery.
one of several coordinators of the Christian
community at Mansfield. Uhio.
Grace l.'aven. a 250-acre farm donated 15 years
ago "to the Lord," by Mansfield businessman
Harold Bolesky. started out as a refuge for
alcoholics. Today, (.race l.'aven is a nearly selfsufficient community of 25 to 30 people, many of
whom are transients.
A HIP MINISTER of the Lord. Nethery used
such slang as "getting it on with God." "telling
me where his head is at." "he's way out" and "it
was a little heavy for me to handle "to explain the
purpose and function of Grace Haven
"We're into community and communicating."
he said. People are accepted onto the farm if they
accent the work-oriented life style of the
community. "We expect you to be into our

routine, if you come here," Nethery said.
That routine includes a rising at 7 30 a m daily,
preparing meals for about 30 people, cleaning four
homes and the horse stable, feeding chickens,
plowing, weeding and harvesting the small
vegetable garden, general maintenance,
officework. handicraft work and, of course,
worship.
Transient guests frequent the farm and stay
with the regular community members in the
homes of the two coordinators. Nethery directs
Grace Haven activities with Gordon Walker, a
minister who formerly worked with refugees in
Berlin and in Africa, and also with Kevin
Springer, who arranges business affairs and seeks
markets for the community's small crafts
production
CRAFT SHOPS are located in the many barns

on the farm. Candle making, leather and wood
working, and silkscreening and poster production
bring some money into the community. Main
support of the community comes through
donations from Christians
As with most communes of this type, relations
with the nearby town have not been without static.
Because the farm turns no one away, under-age
runaways and parolees have lived at Grace
Haven, thereby causing suspicion among townspeople.
Guardian or parental permission is required for
persons under 18 who wish to reside at the farm
Although narcotics and free sex are prohibited,
Grace Haven has been termed "Grass Haven" by
many unfamiliar with it
Nethery summed up his views of today's youth
problems, saying "some kids are just all over the
place and spastic because they don't love."

As the early morning haze lifts over Grace Haven, the farm
begins to come olive with chirping birds and bustling
breakfast cooks.

The entire community turned out for this suddenly announced Sunday morning
Baptism in the farm'i manmode pond. Baptisms are most frequent during
retreats, last winter the ice was broken in order to baptixe five converts.

News story
and photos
by
Lynn Obee

Sunrise cotchet only the farm's ton horses stirring about in
the fresh morning air.

►re a lot of
, but they vonish pretty
awkkfy whan served to the
commune'i mambars and
guests at t a.m.

tveryeno Is required to attend worship services at Grace
Haven-even the crippled and the very young.
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Grad assistants organize
closed-circuit TV program
By Miry Wey
Students from the University wishing
to televise a program concerning
anything from dance and drama to other
forms of creative art now have their
opportunity
Graduate assistants from the
University's speech department
announced yesterday they are
sponsoring a new closed-circuit
television program and are looking for
ideas and contributions from students
interested in any field of broadcasting.
Programs will be taped at South Pall
and broadcast from WBGU-TV until the
program is furnished with more
equipment In time, the program will be
completely independent of WBGU-TV
Channel 70 and the speech department.

ACCORDING to Brien Naughton.
station manager, the new program will
be completely "free-wheeling with no
restrictions." All programs will be
produced, directed and technically
managed by students.
Graduate students in broadcasting
thought it was necessary to initiate a
new television program, other than
Channel 70. to provide a more
unrestricted outlet for their creative
talents. Naughton said.
He encouraged freshmen and
sophomores in the broadcasting field to
take the opportunity provided by the
new program to gain experience and
training
Students in broadcasting must wait
until their junior year before taking
television courses. The graduate
students think this is the reason many

students re-direct their interests into
other areas such as theater.
Now. with the TV program,
undergraduates in broadcasting will
have the opportunity for immediate
experience and training, he explained.
Naughton said once the program is
"good enough," students in Speech 363
and 46S, receiving permission from the
department, should be able to use lime
spent on programs as credit for lab
requirements.
FILM PRODUCTION classes.
television production classes,
departments of the University, and all
other students are also free to submit
any innovative material, slides, dance.
drama or any other form of creative art
they would like televised.
According to Naughton, the television
program is "open to anybody who wants
to do anything." I'e said shows should be

Focus on dorm parties

Policy changes sought
By Ann Hofbaurr
Stall Reporter
Proposed changes in the University
Student Guide concerning residence hail
programs will be presented at
tomorrow's Student Affairs Council
meeting, according to Art Toalston.
student body president.
The changes deal with hall hours and
the use of alcohol. Toalston said.
Toalston said he wants to add to the
section on hall hours a proposal that "the
dorm government may also decide to
close the hall during other hours for use
by residents and guests only."
In the section concerning the use of
alcohol, Toalston said one proposed
change reads-'special parties at which
3.2 beer may be served may be scheduled
by the dorm government in any
residence hall so long as the dorm
government takes the responsibility of
enforcing existing regulations and
conducting proper clean-up "

HE ADDED that he proposes striking
from the Guide a sentence stating no
more than three parties may be
scheduled per quarter.
Most dormitory residents, with the
exception of I'.irshman and Kreischer.
can't use the facilities in terms of
holding dormitory functions because
most residence halls don't have
"designated recreation areas." he said.
Instead residents have to use
cafeterias and pay for their use. he said.
"Dorm budgets are so small that it is
ridiculous to make the residents pay (or
the use of their own halls," Toalston
said.
The Food Service's department is not
in favor of using cafeterias for other
functions because, with the new meal
coupon system, there are cash registers
and electric machines housed there.

"STUDENT RESIDENTS should have

Winter term registration
to close today at 5 p.m.
Students who have not yet registered
for winter quarter classes have until 5
p.m. today to turn their forms into the
registration window in tile
Administration Bldg.
According to Cary Brewer, assistant to
the registrar, unless students meet the
registration deadline, they will be
subject to a loss of hours priorities in
scheduling.
Instead, they will be assigned to
courses on the basis of what classes still

have openings after requests that were
turned in on time have been processed.
Brewer said he expects from 3,000 to
4.000 students to turn in their forms
today, i'e said 5,000 forms have already
been received and organized, and an
estimated 6,000 to 7,000 forms still need
attention. Many of these are still coming
through the mail, he said.
Nearly all of the freshman have been
turned
in. he said. The majority of
forms still out belong to upperclassmen.

the ability to declare when the dorm will
be public or private when they desire,"
said Dennis Kelly, resident in charge of
programming at Conklin Hall.
"They should be able to throw parties
in their own hall, like Conklin. and avoid
the extra cost and hassle of moving to
another location." he continued.
Kelly said Conklin Hall had planned
earlier this year to have beer party in the
hall itself with beer kegs located on the
floors, for residents and their guests
only
According to University policy an "F"
permit has to be obtained three weeks in
advance ol the event and then has to be
approved by an assistant dean of
students.
KELLY SAID THE permit had been
obtained and notarized by an assistant
dean. Then the Wednesday before the
event they were told by the dean's office
they couldn't have the party because of
University policy, he continued.
According to University policy, a party
where alcoholic beverages are served
can only be held in a given recreational
area.
If there is no area in the particular
dormitory, the event can be held in a
cafeteria.
However, Conklin has neither, Kelly
said.
There is also a state law prohibiting
the use of alcohol in open containers in
public areas, and the University
considers dormitory halls public places,
he said.
"As the policy is set up now, it is very
prejudiced. If you happen to live in
Harshman or Kreischer, which have
adequate facilities, you can have a beer
party. But if you get stuck in a dorm like
Conklin without facilities, you can't have
one. The policy does not fit the needs of
the students," he said.

partially educative, but also
entertaining.
The goals of the program, as set by the
graduate students, are fourfold:
-to serve as a production and training
facility for students interested in any
area of broadcasting, but have had no
experience.
-to act as an intermediate step for
students between classroom work and
the professional television job.
-to increase campus communication
between the administration and students
and between students and other students.
-to serve as a creative outlet into the
mass media for students in departments
such as music, theater, art, popular
culture, experimental studies, English,
dance and other areas of the speech
department
The first broadcast is scheduled for
January by way of closed-circuit TV
available in many University
classrooms. Future plans include closedcircuit broadcasting of programs into all
the University's dormitories.
At present, the program is receiving
no funds from the University After the
new budget is released, however, the
program's organizers hope to receive
minimal funds for video tapes and other
low cost equipment, according to Dr.
Tucker
Naughton said production costs of the
program should be very small.
He plans to present controversial,
innovative and out-of-the ordinary
materials. He said this is possible since
they are not legally restricted by FCC
regulations

m a reiteration of a 1969 ruling, Dr. Jam*. Of mi, director ot th. Student
Center, km sold mot birth control p*tt and other farms of tontrcKoprlon \
bo dispensed at tha cantor.

Lonesome
road

"I'm walking down that long, lon.tom. highway..." Or across it, at in this cloted-in bridge
whkh spans the Now York Thruway, "...and
wh.ro I'm bound, I can't loll..."

Backers discuss future
of health food store
The future of Food for Thought looks a
little brighter as a result of last night's
meeting of people interested in keeping
the natural food co-op open.
A number of new people have
expressed interest in gradually assuming
the responsibilities of operating the store
which has become a five-man operation
according to RichSchagerwho conducted
the meeting.
One possibility suggested for reducing.
costs the store is incurring is cutting
down the hours that the store is open.
Currently Food for Thought is open from
about 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., six days a week
The main problems that the managers
of Food for Thought have encountered in
the eleven months they have been open

have been distribution and lack of
refrigeration.
Because of the rapid increase in health
food stores, distributors have been
swamped with orders that they have
been unable to fill.
"WE HAD a hard time with the
distributor in Toledo wince we were a
new business. He didn't want to
jeopardize his relations with another
health food store that had been in
operation for thirty years," Mike Saba.
one of the store operators explained.
Another impediment has been the lack
of refrigeration which eliminates popular food items such as homemade yogurt,
fresh produce, and dairy products.
"We're still looking for a Food for

Thought cook to ship us his or her own
recipes so that people will know what to
do with the food once they buy It,"
Schager remarked.
The main problem now is not sales, but
capital concluded Vince Giarratana, one
of the founders of the store. The present
managers maintained that at least 100
new memberships at $10 each are needed
in order for the co-op to remain open
beyond November. "The memberships
entitle the holder to not only a ten per
cent lifetime reduction on items purchased, but also give him a voice in how
the store is run if he is interested,"
Giarratana said.
Memberships can be obtained at Food
for Thought at 118 W Wooster or by calling 353-3874.

1969 ruling still holds

Pill policy unchanged
By Barb Bracker

The pill
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There are no plans for the Student
Health Center to change its policy of
not providing contraceptives, according
to Dr. James Olms, director of the
center.
In a 1969 announcement to Student
Council, Dr. Olms cited several reasons
for the center's policy. One was the
disagreeable and potentially dangerous
side effects that may result from the use
of birth control pills.
The announcement also stated it is not
In the realm of the Student Health
Center to provide contraceptive devices
or medications since these have no
relationship to illness or prevention of
illness
A THIRD reason offered by the 1989
announcement
was that the
administration of contraceptive pills is a
non-therapeutic procedure and is purely
elective. According to the statement, the
Student Health Center does not
provide elective surgery, medicine or
dentistry.
The policy of the Student Health
Center is under no administrative control, and is itrtctly up to the center.

At Michigan State University, the
Student Health Center has no set policy
on dispensing contraceptives, according
to its director. Dr. James S Feurid.
Dr. Feurid said "decisions are made
on the basis of the patient's individual
needs." He said doctors may prescribe
contraceptives, but students "can't just
walk in and ask for pills."
"The decision is made as the result of
a doctor-patient relationship, and there
must be a good basis for the decision,"
he said.
According to him, fall always brings
the heaviest request for contraceptives
as the freshmen arrive on campus.
Only a certain percentage of the
Michigan State Health Center's
appointments are allotted to students
seeking some form of contraception, said
Dr. Feurid. He said the center found it
necessary to pace the number of
appointments it accepts because of the
limited time the center has to deal with
other medical problems.
THE DIRECTOR of the Student
Health Center at Ohio State University,
said there is a limited contraceptive
service at OSU.

"We don't wish to totally shut the door
on contraceptive services," said Dr.
Turner The limited service policy was
established because of an inadequate
staff. he said.
The "high risk group of marrieds or
soon-to-be-marrieds" is the group which
receives most of the health center's
service, said Dr. Turner. At the present
time, gynecologists provide
approximately 50 hours of service a week
at the OSU Health Center, he added.
DR. TURNER, who is a member of a
Columbus Planned Parenthood group,
said his department recognizes the need
for an expanded contraceptive program.
He said some strides have been made by
making the public aware of available
alternatives.
The University of Cincinnati is in about
the same position as OSU, according to
Dr. Turner.
Neither Miami University nor Ohio
University have strong contraceptives
programs either, said Dr. Turner.
The policy of the Student Health
Center at Toledo University is basically
the same as the policy of the health
center here, said Ms. George Caster,
head nurse at the health center.
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•opinioi

student files
At first glance, the Student Code's Confidentiality of Records
section appears to be an adequate realization of students' rights.
But a closer look only reveals the sugar-coated policy for what
it really Is.
Even though the Code states "each student shall have personal
access to all records with the exception of medical, psychiatric
and counseling files,'- the Code continues with one large however■ tins access does not include the right to examine confidential
statements submitted as supporting evidence.''
Supporting evidence for or against what?
Confidential statements written by whom and why?
Is supporting evidence a form of evidence needed in a court
trial for a bicycle violation or a third-degree murder charge?
When do statements become confidential? When they are
submitted by a faculty member or a student who lives down the
hall from another student about whom he wants to write a
confidential statement?
The Code also states that persons of "the administrative staff,
faculty and graduate students under faculty supervision may
have access to records and files for internal educational needs or
for necessary administrative and statistical purposes."
Dr. Bond said in these cases, student records are used as
research data and no person is identified personally in such
research.
This isn't the point. Whether or not the student's name is used
in the research data, the fact remains that nimble fingers
belonging to staff and graduate students are allowed to roam
among records including these ambiguous confidential
statements.
Although it is not stated in the Code, perhaps the worst abuse of
student rights concerning the confidentiality of records is that a
student cannot simply go into the dean of students office to look
through his files.
Instead, a staff member will "assist" the student by removing
the confidential and evaluative meterial before the file is handed
to the si' '
Once a, ain. the student is deprived of seeing these mysterious
goodies v. '-itten by heaven only knows who about God only knows
what.
'I ,
. J< .1 ( ilc states that a student can see his files. What it
doesn t explain is that the student can only see part of them-after
they iiave been fumbled with by numerous persons who chose to
submit "confid' ntial" statements.

questions we should ask
By Terry Cochran
Staff Reporter

I looked up from my coffee and
newspaper to see a figure clad in yellow
descending upon my table. With wide
sweeps of its flashing arms, plates, dirty
napkins, glasses and silverware were
snatched up, and several slowly drying
streaks of water were left behind.
Before you could say "Falconburger",
the apparition had come and gone.
Suddenly, I was stuck by the import of
this flourish of activity, and its possible
repercussions. A veil seemed to fall from
my eyes.
After three years of living in this
college town and daily crossing the
campus, I asked myself, "Who are Union
waitresses and where do they come
from?".

cramming student? Are they characters
out of Spanish novels who emerge from
the pages at midnight? Do they really
enjoy wiping obscenities and love notes
off the desks each night? Can they read
them anyway?
AND THE SECRETARIES. Does
President Moore realize that if all the
secretaries on campus banded together
they would form a small army, and that
in one day they could foul up official
paper work for a year to come?
What are secretaries underneath those
miniskirts? Could they be waiting very
patiently for the right time to make their
move? Are they chuckling softly behind

their typewriters when the "spring
offensive" comes around each year on
campus?
What are the chances that a mad cook
in Commons might poison the lasagna
one night, knocking off a thousand or
more of our most promising freshmen in
one fell swoop?
Shouldn't we set up committees of
equally proportioned student,
administrative and faculty membership
to study these possibilities? What about
screening committees of like
membership in hiring these individuals?
IT SEEMED TO ME that these were

all questions which concerned members
of the University community should be
asking themselves from time to time.
I began to see that the possibilities of
such strange and potentially subversive
activities were nearly unlimited.
All this I realized as I sat.
dumbfounded, holding a cup of coffee in
one hand and a newspaper in the other. I
put down the cup and tucked away the
paper.
Standing quickly I threw on my coat,
buttoned it, and slithered out of the
place, casting furtive glances in all
directions as I left.
Who is Colonel Cobb anyway, really?

I WAS THUNDERSTRUCK. What
were these pastel figures which moved
quietly among the collegiate Nest scene,
performing hundreds of small jobs and
tasks per minute? Who were these
people? Did they live in Bowling Green?
If so, why would they want to?
And the repercussions Who are
maintenance men and why are they
maintenance men? Has anyone ever
stopped to notice if they really work, or
have they merely developed a highly
advanced acting skill? Should theatre
classes then study janitors?
Do the maintenance men ever run
around screaming in the tunnels beneath
campus just for fun? Do they eat paper
bag lunches and play poker below us?
Do the people who swoop through the
library at night just before closing time
speaking fluent Spanish and flourishing
cleaning rags do it to rattle the frantic.
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campus arrest plans enforced
This letter is a warning to anyone who
doubts the announced policy on campus
arrests It will also demonstrate the
inhuman quality of Bowling Green
justice
At the IT Hi; football game October 9.
I was apprehended by a security officer
for disturbing the peace. The incident
happened like this.
I invited my parents to the game and
got them tickets for the north end zone. 1
drove to the game, dropped my parents
off as close as possible, then parked the
car.
My dale and I proceeded to the west
stands and five minutes later noticed
that my parents who had gone to the
wrong gate, now had no place to sit.
THERE WERE SEATS left near me so
1 asked the officers at the stadium if my
parents could come across the field into
the west stands The said no and that
they would have to walk around.
I went to the ticket-takers on the west
side and they said they couldn't allow my
parents to come in because they didn't
have the right kind of ticket.
I talked with a security officer who
told me that my parents couldn't sit in
the west stands that I couldn't trade
places with my mom so she could sit
down and that I couldn't enter the north
end zone to give my parents the car keys
in case they wanted to leave. The
reasons again were neither 1 nor my
parents had the right kind of ticket.
I was told to see Mr. Herbert at the
east ticket office. I went around to the
east side and couldn't get in. Again. I
didn't have the right kind of ticket.
Finally I talked my way inside and
asked to see Mr. Herbert. The secretary
said he wasn't here and couldn't be
reached. I told her why I was here and
she said she couldn't help me because

other view

"You know for a college kid, money is
relative. Rich ones."

Carolyn Feleppa Balducci's attack on
Ms. Suopis is utterly ridiculous
Per articles are very entertaining. I
am Italian, sometimes called "wop" by
my friends and am not at all nauseated
by her very amusing articles. Don't be so
sensitive or go home and grow up.
JoeC. DeLuca
710 Second St. Apt. IB

my parents didn't have the right kind ol
tickets and that they had to stand
because 1.000 tickets were sold and only
800 bleacher seats were erected
AT THIS POINT, totally disgusted
with the lack of concern and cooperation.
I stated "This lucking University, it's
one big screw
A gentleman told me "to stop
badmouthing the lady " I remarked that
I wasn't badmouthing the lady At this

point the officer grabbed me and I was
charged with disturbing the peace.
At the trial. Judge Dunipace almost
slept through my testimony. He
complained because I wasted so much
time (8 minutesl. How then could he
expect me to remain patient while my
parents stood for 4 hours?
The total fine was $72 which is one
month's rent or take home pay for 40
hours
Something doesn't seem right here.

What would cause you the greater
discomfort - hearing an opinion you
didn't agree with, or the way it was
stated or standing for 4 hours on bad legs
at a football game when all you could see
was the top of the scoreboard.
Some administrator made a poor
decision and I had to pay for it. Too bad
poor decision-making isn't illegal.
Steven Emerine
707 3rd St . Apt. B

faculty attendance rules
While reading this paper's editorials I
desperately try to take you seriously
That is an unfortunate attitude for
Thursday's editorial (November 4thI
saddened me.
We were soberly and genuinely
informed that to be required by a
professor to attend class smacks of
"gestapo". Somehow 1 wish I had
wrapped the lish instead of reading the
paper
If the charge were true we shouldn't
waste a minute in stripping these faculty
members of tenure and sending them on
their evil ways. But alas, students are

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. 105 University Hall.

"apathetic" and such facist actions will
go unchecked.
THROUGH IT ALL I keep wondering il
The BG News realizes who or how thev
are slandering with such a wide brush:
first, administration officials who allow
a professor to make such a wretched
requirement; obviously the offending
faculty members; those who read The
BG News for insulting their intelligence:

but most of all to those millions whose
suffering has been compared to being
required to attend 40 hours of a class for
which they registered. Surely to them
you owe an apology.
Robert Pruger
Graduate Student
451 Thurstin Manor

new administration
As the new president of IETA I would
like to say a few words to those who were
unable to attend the last meeting. All of
you in the department groan and moan
over things like the lack of open labs,
open test files, poor course content, etc.
but not a one of you want to work for it.
You're all content to sit back and let
the other guy do the work. Well this new
administration is not going to let it
happen. We are going to do as much for
you, the student in our dept. as long as
YOU are willing to help.
We plan to start some new programs
but if there is no help then you aren't
going to have open labs and preregistration etc. So you will have nobody
to blame when the end of the quarter
rolls around and you don't have time to
finish the assignment!

So in closing may I say that yes the
Association has been dead in the past,
put there by The Archie Bunkers in the
department but as you all know you can't
keep a good meathead down so come and
see what the Association can do for
YOU!
Jeff Sawyer. Pres
Industrial Education
and Technology Association

so they say
Wesley K. Hoffman, newly named Safety
Service Director of Bowling Green.

NOW TO THE new freshmen. You
"The Mfgett problem I foresee will be
wonder what some of this stuff is but are
afraid to ask. Well I personally invite you getttaf pabttc seaport far Ike tkiagi tke
to our next meeting-where ^ou will learn <*yi
more about the department and have a
chance to meet the rest of the guys in the
department and the faculty as well.

No controls for used items

\

Council announces exemptions
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
Cost of Living Council
yesterday approved a surprise
list of exemptions from
President Nixon's post-freeze
economic controls, including
all used products, commercial
and industrial rents, raw
sugar and all existing and
many new homes.
The council announced the
exempt items at a news
conference called to detail
how the economy will be split
up for policing of wage-price
controls that will come after
thef

In addition, the council
director. Donald Rumsfeld,
told newsmen he would not
rule out possible exemptions
to pay standards adopted
earlier this week. Rumsfeld,
however, would not amplify
his remarks on possible pay
exemptions.
Rumsfeld emphasized that
except for those items
specifically exempted, all
retail and wholesale prices
will continue to be controlled
after the freeze.

reporting requirements,
however, that small retail
establishments, such as
grocery supermarkets,
department stores and
discount houses, will not be
required to get advance
approval of price increases or
even to report them to the
government.
Firms with less than $50
million in annual sales will
continue to be subject only lo
citizen complaints and spot
checks by internal Revenue
Service agents, as during the
IT B EVIDENT from the fl

Following Nixon's pledge to
refrain
from
close
government supervision of the
entire economy, the council
classified the economy into
three parts for policing
violations
About half the total sales in
the United States and pay
increases affecting about 83
per cent of all workers will be
subject only to spot
government checks for
violation of wage-price
controls.
THE COUNCIL said that
1.300 companies, with sales of
$100 million and over, will be
required to report price
increases to the government
before they can go into effect
This represents 45 per cent of
all sales, the council said.
Pay increases affecting
5.000 workers or more must be
reported to the government
before they can be paid Aboul
500 economic units,
presumably bargaining unils.
are affected, representing 10
per cent of all workers
In another category, about
1,100 companies with annual
sales of $50 million to $100
million must report price
increases on a quarterly basis
to the government About 5
per cent of all sales are in this
classification. Also, pay

increases that will affect
between 1.000 and 5,000
workers must be reported to
the government on a quarterly
basis. This represents about 7
per cent of all workers, the
council said
THUS NIXON carried out
his plan of focusing closest
government control on major
industries and unions while
adopting a system affecting
the entire economy.
Among the items that will
be exempt during the postfreeze period will be used
cars, possibly the biggest
exemption in the group.
In addition, the council said
that rents may be increased if
a landlord plows half the value
of his rental property into
improvements. This provision
applies to dwellings rented for
the first time after Aug. 15.
For instance, a $40,000 home
would be eligible for the
exemption if the owner made
$20,000 in improvements
All unimproved real estate
and existing homes will be
subject to the exemption, as
well as new homes in which
either the price was
determined after completion
of construction or in which
wage rates are not changed by
government action after the
sales price is already set

Atomic Energy Commission Chairman Jomti R. SchUtingcr,
Mmcn/TKO

general manager for military application, examine cracks
cleaved in Amchitka Island by the test explosien.

Interim budget assures
pay for state employes
COLUMBUS (API- Gov.
John J. Gilligan said he
would sign an interim budget
for November, assuring a
Friday pay-day for some
48.000 state employes.
Gilligan. at a news conference, said the House was
expected to approve a $217

Military cargo shipped

Soviet arms go to India

Offenhauer

Offenhauer Towers, named after the second president of the
University, will be dedicated in a 10:30 a.m. Saturday.
Students living in the buildings will also hold an open house in
the afternoon.

Towers dedication Sat.
Roy E. Offenhauer was
president of the University
from Sept 1937 till Dec 1938
Saturday, the University will
honor his brief tenure by
officially dedicating its
newest residence hall in his
memory.
The $9.4 million twintowered living unit which
houses 858 students was
opened this fall and named for
Dr. Offenhauer last year by
the Board of Trustees.
In naming the new
dormitory Offenhauer Hall,
the Trustees followed a
tradition of honoring past
presidents by naming
University buildings after
them.
Dr. Offenhauer. the
University's second president,
was killed in an automobile
accident.
Two of Dr. Offenhauers
children. Geraldine Otis. Long
Island. NY. and Robert
Offenhauer. Pennington. N.J.,
will be present for the 10:30
a.m. ceremony during which a

portrait of the late president
will be unveiled.
President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. will deliver dedicatory
remarks at the ceremony.
Gary M. Bell, senior (Ed), a
resident of Offenhauer Hall's
Tower A. will preside over the
ceremonies. Evelyn Vrabel.
senior (Ed), who represents
Offenhauer B. will make the
student response.

received a doctor of pedagogy
degree from Ohio Northern
University.
His teaching career began
in the Mercer County schools
and in the early 1900s he was
principal and superintendent
of several Ohio school
systems.

In 1918 he became principal
of Central High School in
Lima and six years later was
The public is invited to elected superintendent of the
attend the brief dedication Lima Public Schools, a
program and tour the new position he held until
building either before or after becoming president of the
the ceremony. Students living University.
in the building are also hosting
an open house from 4-6 p.m.
Saturday.
Dr. Offenhauer was a native
of Montezuma. Ohio and spent
more than 30 years in public
education in Ohio before
succeeding Homer B.
Williams, the University's
first president, in 1937.
He
was educated at
Marion Normal College,
Otterbein College and
Columbia University and

WASHINGTON (API-More
than 5.000 tons of Soviet military equipment, including aircraft, should arrive in India by
sea this month. U.S. intelligence sources said yesterday
Three Soviet merchant
ships left the Black Sea last
week en route to India with
military cargo, the sources
say.
One ship had eight aircraft
crates lashed to its deck
Details of the rest of the cargo
were not known, although
intelligence sources described
it as military in nature
The Indian Air Force
already has an estimated 12
squadrons of Soviet-built
MIG21 fighters and SU7
fighter-bombers, along with
other Russian-furnished
army, navy and air equipment An Indian air squadron
consists of 20 to 24 planes.
MEANWHILE.
U.S.
sources report that the last of
10 Soviet AN12 Cub transport
planes landed at New Delhi
Nov. 3. They were believed to
be bringing spare parts for
military gear previously
supplied by the Russians.
The new arms shipments
from the Soviet Union were

said to result from recent
visits to India by high-ranking
Russian diplomatic and military officials, after the
signing in August of a SovietIndian treaty of friendship and
cooperation.
These developments,
coupled with recent moves by
Pakistan closer to Communist
China, serve to underscore
how the two rival Red superpowers are backing opposite
forces in the India-Pakistan
dispute
A Pakistani government
group was reported in
Communist China in recent
days, and a Pakistani ship was
said earlier by U.S. intelligence to be bound for China to
take on a cargo of artillery,
ammunition and other military material.
MEANWHILE, THE Nixon
administration has cut off
U.S. arms sales to Pakistan in
an apparent move to quiet
critics who accused it of helping the Pakistanis crush insurgents in East Pakistan, and to
improve India-US. relations.
Ironically, the United States
still is technically an ally of
Pakistan in the Southeast
Asia Treaty Organization

which was created in the mid1950s to withstand Communist
pressures. However, the
Pakistanis have moved to disengage gradually from that
alliance.
Pakistan and the United
States began to grow apart
after this country provided
extensive military aid to India
in late 1962 when the Communist Chinese and the Indians
fought a border war. The
Pakistanis then edged closer
to Peking.
Although most other SEATO
countries sent at least token
troop elements to Vietnam in
the mid-1960s. Pakistan did
not.

million measure in an afternoon session. It cleared the
Senate two weeks ago
Gilligan met earlier in the
day with both Republican and
Senate legislative leaders. He
said he had "every indication'' that a permanent budget
tax bill would be voted upon
during the week
He said legislators asked
him to sign the interim
budget.
"I have no intention of
letting some 50.000 stale
employes and their families
go without payday Friday." he
said.
A STATE PERSONNEL
department report recently
showed Ohio had just over
48.000 employes at the end of
September.
An interim budget was
reported out of the House
Finance Committee after the
Gilligan news conference It
would be the seventh consecutive temporary budget
since the fiscal year started
July).
Gilligan refused to sign the
temporary budget for October It became law 10 days
after the legislature approved
it without his signature.
"1 am expressing con-

fidence that the legislature is
ready to act on a permanent
tax-budget bill." Gilligan
said
The second joint Conference
Committee met in open
session during the morning on
a budget-tax bill. Members
indicated only the taxing portions of the bill would be
changed and little would be
done to the budget aspects.
"ALL IT AMOUNTS to,"
said one onlooker, "is hitching
a new horse to the same old
wagon "
The conference committee
was expected to recommend
both a state personal income
tax and a corporate income
tax as the main method of new
financing for the $8 billion
budget lo run state government until June 30.1973.
On Tuesday, the House
rejected a sales tax increase
as the chief method of new
financing
Gilligan repeated a statement he had made Tuesday in
support of a compromise
income tax program which
had been considered and
rejected by the first joint conference committee.
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'Controversy just beginning'

Wfi/fe leader slams busing
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter
Controversy and violence
over busing students to
achieve racial balance is just
beginning, according to
Patrick Tiler, head of the
National Youth Alliance
Tifer.
a
24-year-old
graduate of Wayne Slate
University, who was on campus yesterday, said the media
has underplayed the tension
surrounding the Ponliac.
Mich busing situation
The Ponliac school system
was the target of violence this
fall when the I' S Supreme
Court refused 10 rule on a
lower court decision forcing
the busing of 7.000 schoolchildren to achieve racial
balance
TIFF.R'S
organization
founded as Youth lor Wallace
in 1968. opposes busing on the
grounds thai it interferes with
the rights of individuals to live
as they see fil
"Some people are opposed
to busing on the grounds of

taxation or that it doesn't
allow parents to supervise
their children These are valid
points, but we're opposed on
racial grounds." he said.
"We don't want to mix the
races," he staled
Tifer said much of the
uproar in Ponliac was caused
by District Judge Damon
Keith Tifer claims Keith
should
have disqualified
himself since he is black and a
former president of the
NAACP
"The Supreme Court is
notorious for refusing to rule
on this kind of case and with a
judge like Keith Ihe people
felt trapped." he said

TIFER

felt it was necessary to do so
to defend their life style-we
believe we have the same
right," he said.
Tifer said Ponliac was the
first busing exposure northern
whites have had
"Before, all the northern
Congressmen favored busing,
but now they're opposing it
because they're afraid of how
their constituents will react.
To us, they're phonies." he
said
National Youth Alliance,
also known as While Life, is
spearheading a petition drive
to recall what Tifer calls
Michigan's
liberal
congressmen-like Sen. Phillip
Hart.

"It's hard for the youth in
the Toledo area to realize how
extensive the fight against
busing in Michigan is. Its
effects have been unbelievable. "Tiler said
Although Tifer claimed
there is growing opposition to
busing, the latest Gallup poll
reports 76 per cent of the
nation's voters opposed lo
busing down five points from a
year ago.
The Michigan-based organization is also against the war

in Vietnam because they
claim it is a "banker's war."
Tiler's group of 8,000 members plans to hold a war
crimes trial in Washington to
expose the banking interest!,
which it said started and hat
perpetuated the Indochina
war.
Tifer said they also support
Ihe ecology and anti-drug
movements.
The National Youth Alliance
can be contacted at Box 202,
Centerline. Michigan, 48015

Cancer link cited

PREDICTED

growing violence across the
country and said Detroit is a
potential powder keg.
The Michigan State Board
of Education has been ordered
to produce a plan for a new
metropolitan-area
school
system by Feb .4.1972
"Negroes in 1960 were
marching in Ihe streets,
breaking laws because they

SENIOR CLASS PORTRAITS
ARE BEING SCHEDULED
AND
TAKEN
at the
KEY OFFICE

WHITE LIFE supports
WASHINGTON
(APl-The
Alabama Gov. George Food and Drug AdministraWallace, but Tifer admitted tion said yesterday that a
Wallace will have an uphill synthetic hormone linked to
fight for the presidency in cancer should not be given to
1972
pregnant women.
However. Wallace will have
The agency said its decision
a much belter chance if the is based on studies strongly
busing controversy con- suggesting
that
DES-or
tinues, he said.
diethylstilbesterol - caused
vaginal cancer in daughters of
women who took the drug
during pregnancy to prevent
miscarriages.
A proposed labeling regulation published in (he Federal
Abendra
Naidoo. junior Register advises physicians
lA&Sl. from the Republic of not to prescribe DES for pregSouth Africa, will present a nant women.
The labels on DES and
movie secretly filmed in South
Africa and discuss its content related drugs, such as
hexestrol,
at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 17 in 105 dienestrol,
benzestrol and promephestrol
Manna Hall.
The movie. "Come Back would read:
"A statistically significant
Africa," was secrelly filmed
by Lionel Hogosin in association has been reported
Joahnnesburg It is a study of between maternal ingestion
life in the black depths of during pregnancy of DES and
the occurence of vaginal carSoulh Africa."

African film
set Nov. 17

the oil-

THE SUGGESTED label
goes on lo say thai use of DES
or any closely related similar
substances is not advised during pregnancy.
The FDA's labeling decision
is based on reports, published
in the New England Journal of
Medicine, of 13 ocurrences of
vaginal cancer-three of them
fatal in young women.
Mothers of 11 of the cases had
taken DES during pregnancy.
Investigators are believed
to have located about 60 such
cases.
The FDA proposal came the
day belore a House Government Operations
subcommittee opens hearings
into the DES question And it
followed by two days an Agri
culture Department proposal
to tighten controls on the use
of DES to fatten sheep and
cattle.
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Busing
Issue

Patrick Tifer, head of the National Youth Alliance, •ape*** th*
iuuo of busing to achieve rocial balance. Trier says busing,
interferes with individuals rights to live as they tee fit.

State to change rules
on teacher certification
Beginning Jan 1. 1972. new
regulations governing state
teacher certilication will be
put into practice in Ohio, thus
allecting some College of
Education course requirements.
I.'owever. according to Dr.
David Elsass. dean of the
college, the changes will in no
way affect certification or
requirements of education
students graduating during
the present academic year.
The new certification
changes are outlined in a code
entitled "Laws and Regulations Governing Teacher
Education and Certification"
approved by the Stale Board
of Education in July.
"AT THAT time we alerted
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the State Department of
Education, the administrating
body, that we could not adopt
their requirements in time for
the present senior class." Dr.
Elsass said
l.'e explained that the state
department has agreed to
accept
his
"institutional
recommendation" for graduating students in this special
case, thus ensuring teacher
certifications.
"The changes our college
will have to make in the future
concern mainly the number of
subject hours in areas of
teacher specialization." said
Dr. Elsass
"We actually have very few
problem areas though, outside
of maybe the addition of a
specific course or two." he
added

Grants aid departments
Grants totaling $20,040 have determined by the foundation.
A $10,040 grant will be used
been allocated by the
Bowling
Green
State to help finance the purchase ol
University Foundation. Inc., a mass spectrometer to be
in
the chemistry
to aid in the purchase oi a used
mass spectrometer and a department lor organic
central computer interfacing molecule research.
Earlier this year the
device for use by faculty and
National Science Foundation
students.
awarded the University
The funds were donated by
117,000 lor the purchse on the
friends and alumni of the
condition that the lunds be
University for use as
matched.
An additional $10,000 will be
used to finance a central
computer interfacing device.
The device will be used to
interface the University's
central IBM 360/75 computer
with a minicomputer in the
department of computer
science. The capacities of
both computers are improved,
enabling more faculty and
undergraduates to record
data.
Faculty in the departments
of psychology, biology and
physics as well as students
FABULOUS
and faculty in computer
SIGHTS!
science will use the new
equipment, according to Dr.
FABULOUS THRILLS!
Charles A. Leone, vice
provost lor research and
ltt.N0 S MIGHTIEST WARRIOR
graduate studies.
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The dean said at present he
cannot be sure oi all course
requirement changes which
will be made in order to meet
the state board's new rules.
However, he said he thinks
the college will be upping
requirements somewhat in
some student minor areas,
and in a lew major areas.
Students majoring in areas
oi comprehensive study may
also be required to adopt
minors in the luture. They are
not presently required to do
so.
Dr. Elsass said before a
more definite statement on
course changes can be made,
there will have to be further
examination ot the college's
present policies in light oi the
new certilication requirements.
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Ecology issues
face Congress
WASHINGTON
(Washington
Campus
News
Servicei-Dozens of bills
related to the environment
still face the 92nd Congress as
it goes into the last few weeks
of its first session, tentatively
set to end Dec. 1.
Bills of major importance
include:
OCEAN DUMPING The
bill would ban unregulated
dumping of all materials into
oceans, estuaries and the
Great Lakes It would also
strictly limit disposal in these
waters of materials harmful
to the marine environment
The ocean dumping
measure was passed by the
fouse of Representatives
Sept 9 It has been approved
by the Senate Commerce
Committee and now awaits
scheduling on the Senate
calendar
WATER
QUALITY
CONTROL-This package
was originally sent to the
Senate as four separate bills
setting standards and
enforcement procedures for
water quality, treatment
facilities grants and state
programs grants It also
proposed an Environmental
Finance Authority
The Senate approved a bill
incorporating these measures
and a rewritten version of the
1899 Refuse Act last
week The House is not
expected to consider the bill
until next vear

PESTICIDES-The bill
would establish categories of
permits for pesticide use.
The House is expected to
vote on the bill this week The
Senate will probably not
consider the measure until
next year
NOISE -This
legislation
would classify equipment as
transportation, construction
or that powered by internal
combustion engines in order
to label decibel levels.
Details of the bill are still
being worked out by the House
Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee
PORTS
AND
WATERWAYS
SAFETY-The
bill would provide a
regulatory
authority
permitting the Coast Guard to
establish and operate a vessel
traffic control system
The measure was passed in
October by the House. The
Senate Commerce Committee
is still working on the bill,
although a committee
spokesman said the measure
should be ready for Senate
consideration before the end
of the session.
Measures that have become
law this year include two
treaties to control oil spills
and the Vessel Bridge lo
Bridge Radio Telephone Act.
which was designed to
improve communications
| between oil-carrying vessels
to prevent collisions and
subsequent oil spills.
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LASALLE'S "COLLEGE NIGHT" ,THUR., NOV. 11
7:00— 10:00 P.M.
AGAIN. WE'VE GONE ALL OUT TO GATHER THE BIGGEST &
BEST BARGAINS FROM EVERY DEPARTMENT OF OUR ENTIRE STORE

Student Accounts Are Available
to all BGSU Students

Apply & Charge Tonite

DOOR BUSTERS

Charlie Brown'
The local production of
"You're a Good Man. Charlie
Brown." which just completed six performances at the
Bowling Green Junior High
auditorium, will be presented
at Joe E. Brown Theatre on
Sunday at 3 and 7 p.m.
Sponsors of the musical
comedy, the Bowling Green
Singers, hope to raise additional funds from the two performances to cover the
group's own production
expenses for the coming year.
Tickets at $2 for adults and
II for students are available
at the Union ticket office.
Sales have been fairly steady,
with good seats still available
pending a late week rush,
according to a ticket office
spokesman.

THE MUSICAL comedy is
based on the comic strip
"Peanuts'' by
Charles
Schulz. and covers an average
day in the life of Charlie
Brown. Lucy, Linus, Snoopy.
Schroeder and Peppermint
Patty join him.
Five of the six characters
are portrayed by University
students: Rich Earl, sophomore (Ed t. (Charlie Brown);
Joe Chorba. sophomore (Ed),
(Linus); Tom Turnley, junior
(Ed), (Snoopy); Sally
Quinby, freshman (Ed.),
(Peppermint Patty); and
Gary Horton, sophomore
(A&SI, (Schroeder).
Amy
Picciano.
an
elementary school teacher, is
Lucy.

Pollution may be
campaign issue
WASHINGTON (API- Five
environment groups, three
labor unions and two senators,
including
Democratic
presidential hopeful Edmund
S. Muskie of Maine, have
charged
the
Nixon
administration with trying to
weaken and delay strong
water pollution control
legislation
The charges indicated the
water pollution bill approved
by the Senate in an 8-0 vote
last week is fast becoming a
potential political issue for the
1972 campaign.

vote show the jtd was no! a
partisan issue: but he said the
White House, by seeking new
hearings and changes in the
bill, "has made it a political
issue."
White House press
secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
had said Monday that the
administration was "not
satisfied with all aspects" of
the bill and implied that if
politics entered the debate, it
was being injected by Muskie.

MUSKIE HAD already
accused the White House of
trying to undermine the bill,
A top administration on Tuesday ne said it was up
antipollution official said he to the public to decide
feared
a
political "whether they want the
confrontation would kill any business-as-usual approach to
chance to change the bill in clean water as advocated by
the house.
the White House or a dynamic
change in national water
BUT POLITICAL overtones quality policy."
seemed inevitable since the
Among the changes sought
bill was prepared by the by the administration was the
subcommittee headed by dropping of a no-pollution goal
Muskie and has been for 1985 in favor of a "high
identified with him.
control" standard, and other
Muskie
says
the proposed changes would place
subcommittee's unanimity more antipollution authority
and the Senate's no-opposition in state hands.

U.S. to return land
to Japan in 1972
WASHINGTON (API- The
Senate yesterday approved
the agreement returning
Okinawa and the Ryukyu
Islands to Japan next year.
The vote was 84 to 6.
The agreement represents
the end of an era in US -Japan
relations It returns to Japan
the last remaining occupied
territory held by the United
States and ends some 27 years

of the status of occupying
power.
The treaty will not take
effect until after the Japanese
Diet also has ratified it and
adopted legislation required
to carry out the agreement
and defense arrangements.
United States is expected to
turn over the Ryukyu Islands
Including Okinawa to Japan by
June 30, 1(72, or possibly
sooner.

*
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Young Men's, Men's
Jeans and Slacks

Top Make Panty Hose
Regularly $2 Pair

Pre-Junior Sportswear
Originally $6 to $16

2.99

1.49

2.99 to 7.99

Orlg. $8 to $20. Fabulous savings-from $5
to $17 on every pair. Flares, straight legs,
belt loop styles. Solids, patterns 29-42

Long wearing favorites by Marchioness
and Actlonwear In popular fall fashion
shades Hen I 35 panly hose. 99c

Save ': on sportswear separates-all from
famous makers. Jackets, pants, jumpers,
blouses and skirts in Pre-Junior sizes 6 to
U

Men's Famous Dress Shirts
Compare at 5.99-$ 10

Save 1/3 and More on
Separates for Juniors

Digital Clock Radio
Compare at 39.95

3.99

99c - 4.95

24.88

Compare at 2.99 to $20! Fabulous buys in
rompers, tops, two-piece sets Be early
for best selection 7-15

Easy to read clock has slumber switch for
extra snooze ...radio has earphones for
private listening anytime. Walnut grain
case.

Famous make and Supre-Macy, Long
sleeve, new longer point collar Dacron
polyester, cottons in white, colors, stripes
144-17.

New 4-inch Wide Ties
Compare at $4-4.50

2 for 5.99

Jr. Dress Bonanza
Compare at $16 to $40

Cassette Tape RecorderPlayer, Comp. at 39.95

4.99 to 20.99

24.88

Marvelous chance to ouy for Christmas and pocket savings! Polyesters, silks in a
variety of patterns as well as solid colors.

Find even long formals in this group-as
well as hot pants and your other favorites.
Big choice of fabrics and colors too. 7-15.

Operates on AC with built-in AC line cord
-or on battery. Has remote control microphone for recording. Private earphones.

Men's Cotton Velour
Shirts. Compare $10

Three Hours Only!

4-Pc. Stereo Component
System. Comp. at 79.95

6.99

Our total Jr. Sportswear
and Jr. Dress Dept. will
offer all "Reg." Price

58.88
Stereo four speed phonograph plays all
your new-and old-records with full rich
sound. Dust cover and 2 matching walnut
speakers.

Zip turtle neck style with long sleeves.,
rib knit cuffs, bottom, and neck. Choose
from brown, blue, beige, burgundy S. M.
L. XL.

Merchandise at

Men's Wool Knit Shirts
Compare at $12 to $15

Connie, Lark, Corelli Shoes
Regularly $14-23

Jumbo Storage Chests
Originally $3

9.99

$11 to $18

1.99

Washable long sleeve styles have turtle
necks, mock turtles or 4-button plackets.
Blue, brown, gold, cranberry. Sizes S. M,
L XL.

Our entire stock of sport shoes in all the
newest styles and colors Also save 30% to
50% on quality boots in leather, vinyls and
suedes

Just the right size for storing sweaters,
knits and blankets. Storage boxes, set of
four, originally $5 set, now only 3.99

20% OFF

j

Class work recorded

Center holds taped aids
By Mary Blake

■"••wjpn#f«j vy MNmMl riwinon

Audio

The audio center, en the third floor of the Library, offer* facilities to student*
interetted in taping class presentations. The center alto hat a wide variety of
recordt available to littenert.

center

Student voters organize
The National Association of
Student Governments will
hold a three-day emergency
conference December 3-5 at
Loyola University. Chicago, to
organize students as voting
delegates to the national parly
presidential
nominating*
conventions in 1972
The association has gained
support for the conference
from student body presidents
at
100 colleges and
universities across the
country,
including Jerry
Friedman of Ohio State
University and Gary Bowen of
Ohio University
I >u.mi- Draper, president of
the association, said the
conference is being held
because the 26th Amendment
Of the Constitution, which
|ave 18 to 21-year-olds the
right to vote, "is being totally
undermined by those forces in
the country which fear and

oppose the new addition of
voters."
HE CITED the Democratic
Party's loyalty oath requiring
potential delegates to pledge
support to the party's nominee
before balloting takes place
and regardless of whom he
may be, as evidence of his
charge.
He said many people see the
oath as a provision to keep
"left-leaning" delegates out
of the convention.
Draper
also charged
"higher echelon officials" of
the Republican Party of
applying pressure to thwart
California Congressman Peter
McCloskey's challenge to
President Nixon in the
primary elections, which he
said has hindered finances for
McCloskey's campaign and
could entirely eliminate him
as an alternative Republican
candidate

He said his organization is
holding the conference
because much of the
delegation selection process
takes place in February and
early March, and few students
are yet organized to make
their numbers count in that
process
"Unless we begin the task
immediately of organizing
students with the party
processes, we will find
ourselves totally excluded
from the delegate selections

and
the
Presidential
nominating procedures, thus
effectively
disenfranchised
despite the 26th Amendment."
he said.
"WE MUST remember that
there are great numbers of
people in both parties who
would prefer to wind up at
their conventions with 3.000
students outside
chanting
instead of 300 students inside
voting We do not intend to
give them that satisfaction,"
he said

As its first activity of the
year, the Black Student Union
(BSU) is presenting a "Soul's
Day for Dad" dinner Saturday, at 6 p.m. in the Amani.
The dinner, which will be
prepared and served by members of BSU. was initiated by
Debbie McCurdy, freshman
(BAI, chairman of the special
projects committee.
Andrew Ware, freshman

(Ed),
emphasized
that
students are working together
in preparing the ribs and
chicken dinner.
"The main purpose of the
event is to create unity." said
Ware. He added that the Black
womanhood committee helped
coordinate the dinner.
According to Ward, all BSU
members and their families
are urged to attend; however,

Remember Mom & Dad
With

Boutonnieres and Corsages
or

Long Stemmed Roses
only

Nou>ttatth«

«p5.UU/do»FROM

MYLES FLOWERS
Corner of Clay & Main
fT%

JMRY SHUIAK'S

REffiumov.

5201 M0NR0E/T0LED0

OPEN NOON TO 9:30 MON. THRU SAT.
SUN. 12-5

ION*.
WIN

353-1511

IN ADDITION to I apes, the
center houses a wide variety
of records, including poetry,
prose, documentaries and folk
and rock music.
Schurk said the center can
always use record donations.
"We especially need country
and western and jazz. Our
collection is mostly rock," he
said
Local radio stations WFAL
and WBGU contribute some
records, but he said these
amount to a small percentage
of those obtained by the
center.

BSU plans 'Soul' dinner

DAD'S DAY SPECIAL

o^dther- h qettlfia
3
COUCK..
3

If you need a tape for a class
presentation but don't know
where to get it, take a blank
reel to the Library's third
floor audio center. It may
have the information you
need.
According
to William
Schurk, director of the center,
students can use the center's
tape collection, which is
organized by course name and
number. A staff member will
dub the necessary information
onto a blank reel provided by
the student.
"We recently acquired a
cassette tape player, so if a
student brings in a blank
cassette, we can use it,"
Schurk said, "however, the
center will not do personal
taping, only material to be
used in class."

GINGER FLAKED,
CINNAMON TOPPED,
CANDY COVERED
BODY GOODIES BY

the dinner is open to nonmembers also.
Tickets priced at $1.25 per
person are on sale today
through Saturday and can be
purchased in the BSU office,
408 Student Services Bldg
Students can also buy tickets
from Ward in the Amani, 9-10
a.m. daily.
Ward said this is the BSU's
first "Soul's Day for Dad." He
added that the BSU is in the
process of planning and
organizing future events.

"I get most of the records
for the center at discount
record shops in Columbus,
junk shops and rummage
sales," Schurk said.
He explained that the center
also has a "bootleg
collection"
composed of
records that are illegally
made by taping live concerts,
radio programs and other
records.
"But the police are cracking
down on bootleg dealers, so
it's difficult to get this type of
record," he said.

BOOTLEG OPERATIONS

have been established because
the legitimate process for
making a record involves a
great deal of red tape,
including
royalties
and
copyrights, he said.
Funds allocated to the
center for July 1, 1971 to June
30, 1972 have already run out.
according to Schurk 'Tin
paying for records out of my
own pocket now." he said.
Lack of funds is the reason
that headphones at the center
are still monoaural. Schurk
said a change to stereo would
involve new turntables.

Environmentalists seek
help for pesticides bill
WASHINGTON (API- amendment offered by Rep.
Environmentalists, whipped John R Rarick (D-La.) that
in the House, are turning to would have directed the
the Senate in efforts to mix President to bar importation
more potent provisions into a of any commodities from
nations which do not have at
bill to control pesticides
By shouts, stand-up head least equal restrictions on
counts, and voting-marches pesticides
Rarick's move lost by 43 to
down the aisle Tuesday, the
House rejected a series of 36 after Poage-who said he
amendments offered by Rep. personally favored the ideaJohn G Dow (D-N.Y.I. The urged the House to turn it
bill,
he charged,
is down because he said Nixon
"essentially weaker than the would veto the whole bill if the
present law and not nearly as provision was included.
Dow, supported by such
protective of our environment
groups as the Sierra Club and
as such a bill ought to be."
The House, going along with Friends of the Earth, fought
the product offered by its for several changes that he
Agriculture Committee, viewed as vital to strong
agreed to one major revisionendorsed by Committee
Chairman W.R. Poage (DTex. i-to let states impose
whatever
additional
restrictions they wish or. all
SAIGON (API- A petition
pesticides
signed by nearly 1,000
soldiers, sailors and airmen
AFTER APPROVING that opposed to continued U.S.
amendment by 167 to 56. the military involvement in SouthHouse sent the Nixon east Asia will be sent to
administration-endorsed bill Secretary of the Navy John H.
to the Senate, 228 to 91. Poage Chafee today for forwarding
said the bill contained vast, to Congress.
new powers for the
The signatures were
Environmental
Protection collected in the Saigon area by
Agency.
Navy Radarman James
The House rejected an Mohler II, 24, of Cuyahoga
Falls. Ohio and Ens. Philip O.
Geier III, 23, of Cincinnati

"The response to the plan
was so much better than we'd
expected that we're planning
a Christmas dinner for area
orphans." Carla Ceferatti.
head of the hall finance
committee said.

environmental
legislation.

protection

DOW CONTENDED, without
success, that anyone who feels
harmed should be allowed to
appeal EPA'sorders-although
the committee bill limits such
court challenges of such
decisions to the chemical
makers with a direct
economic interest in the
outcome.
Dow also failed in a
challenge to provisions which
would require EPA to pay
indemnities to the makers of a
pesticide whose registration is
suspended or cancelled to
prevent an imminent hazard

Navy men rap war

New use planned
for meal coupons
Ashley Hall residents have
found a way to use their extra
meal coupons and spread
holiday cheer at the same
time.
Residents are donating
meal coupons to pay for a
Thanksgiving dinner in the
Ashley dining hall for 50 area
needy people.

tapedecks and other
equipment, which would be
too expensive
The center also has several
trader bins containing records
it doesn't want, but which
might be of use to students.
"Most of them are duds, but
there might be a good record
among them." Schurk said.
The center is open from 1 to
5 p.m. and from 6 to 10 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and
from 1 to S p.m. Friday. It is
also open on weekday
mornings for reference
materials, but not for
listening to recordings

THE TEXT of the petition,
addressed to the Congress
reads:
"We. the undersigned
Coupons worth $330 were
American servicemen on duty
collected.
She said the dorm will also in Vietnam, wish to express
be distributing food obtained our opposition to further
from meal coupons to United States military
involvement by air. sea or
orphanages.
"We thought it was a good land forces in Vietnam. Laos.
way to use up extra tickets Cambodia or other countries
and do something constructive in Southeast Asia.
for other people at the same
"We petition the United
lime," she commented
States Congress to take whatThe food service personnel ever action is necessary to
are being very receptive.and it assure an immediate cessamay be a good idea for other tion of all hostilities in Southdormitories, she
said. east Asia; to set a near date
Recipients will be selected by for final and complete Amerithe Wood County welfare can withdrawal: to insure a
board.
rapid and peaceful return of

Kappa Sigma
Pledges
CONGRATULATE

A" & "B" FOOTBALL
AND

TENNIS TEAM
iWWVMMWWWVVWWwC

American prisoners of war;
and to assume and assert its
responsibility for determination of future American
foreign policy."
GEIER SAID yesterday he
hopes the petition will call
attention to the fact that
despite new troop cuts to be
announced next week by
President Nixon, in Geier's
view a residual force will
remain in Vietnam, along with
U.S. air support based in
Thailand and flown from Navy
carriers.
There was no immediate
comment in Washington from
Chafee or the Pentagon.
Mohler and Geier said that
after some initial objection,
the Navy allowed them to circulate the petition on Navy
installations during off-duty
hours.

Candidate
withdraws
WASHINGTON (AP)- Sen.
Fred R. Harris of Oklahoma
yesterday ended his brief
campaign
for
thel
Democratic
presidential
nomination because "I am
broke..."
Harris said at a news
conference that those who
believe as he does that
America needs fundamental
change in 1972 "should not be
hurt by an underfinanced
campaign."
Ke said his campaign to
date has convinced him
"America is ready for
fundamental change.
"There is a new populist
coalition which can turn this
country around," he said.
. . But I am broke and \\
cannot continue the campaign
actively for president."
Harris said. "The campaign
off ice is closed."

U.A.0. PRESENTS THE SIDE DOOR
FEATURING:
lOawn ipurselluitk
* hot meal faftfiKlMSl
T*cBerth-ft*f60C|s.

PAM DINERMAN AND DAN KIMPLE
CARNATION ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
FBI- AND SAT. — THIS WEEKEND FROM 8:30 to 11:30
ADMISSION IS ONLY 25c

THt 1G N.w., Thursday, Nwimto 11, 1971 /Pot. 7

Old bands form new group

'Dynasty' puts it all together
By Gale Bogle
EatertalaiiKat Bailor

reaction at all from the
crowd, according to Tom
Dustman, graduate student in
A month ago eight guys music, who does vocals.
decided to put their music
The group agreed they
together and call it Dynasty.
would like to get into a
In that time they have concert circuit and to play in
played two concerts, gigs at areas other than Bowling
the C.I. and Draught House Green and Toledo
and have worked to get a show
AT THE SAME time, the
and a sound of their own
group said they are thankful
together.
The new group is made up of for having a local place to get
members of two groups, the their start because "it gives
Primary Colors and us a chance to get our music
tight
Before you can do
Collection.
anything you have to get your
"We wanted to get serious music tight." Warrington
guys together, serious said
musicians as well as friends."
Because the group has a
said Doug Norwine. junior
(Mus
Ed.), who plays horn section, they play a lot
of Blood. Sweat and Tears and
saxophone and flute.
Chicago, but they try to pick
DYNASTY WAS also things that are not so well
formed so that the level of known
musicianship could be They are working on new
increased on an individual arrangements and their own
basis, he said.

material lo get away from the teach and continue to play
BS&T. Chicago syndrome with the group as well.
because "that's the best rut
Why the name Dynasty?
lor a horn group." Dustman "Why not"" said Ted Clawson
said.
junior iMus. Ed), who plays
trombone
The heaviest influence on
Actually the group had to
the group did not come from
the national groups whose sign a contract for their first
music they play, but from job and picked Dynasty up
Louis Marini. assistant from a Stan Getz album they
heard on the radio, according
prof essor of music
to Norwine
"MARINI DOESN'T leach
subjects,
he teaches
relevence," Norwine said.
Warrington. who does the
arrangements for the group
said he thought he had learned
a lot from Marini in terms of
making music sound good and
nol jusl look prelty on the
sheet music
Several members of the
group indicated that they
would eventually like to live
near a big city so they could

The group is currently
working on putting together a
real show as opposed to just a
performance.
"We're the entertainers,
we're the extroverts and
we've got to reach out and get
the audience," said Haefeli.
Groups who put on a real
show also make more money.
'You
have lo be
entertainers to make J 1,000 a
night." he added.

DYNASTY MADE as much
Last weekend the group
sense as something like worked at the C.I. from 9 p.m.
"Surrealistic Grasshopper" till 1:30 a.m. and then went to
because "the name doesn't Toledo to jam They also try
become a name until the to rehearse three or four
group becomes a group." he hours during the week.
said.
"Anything you want to do
Other members ol the group
you can find time for,"
are Mike Shively. junior
(Mus. Ed l. saxophone, Gary Norwine said
ffaefeli. who commutes
Martin, sophomore (music),
from Columbus to play with
lead guitar; Joe Ong. junior
the group,agreed.
(Ed), drums; and Carl
K'aefeli. senior (Music) Ohio
"The music gets me off," he
State University, trumpet
said

Norwine described the
group as a "listening band."
"We like to play where
people can lend an eardrum,"
said Tom Warrington junior
(Mus. Ed.). who plays bass.

Lead

singer

Singar Tom Dustman lad Dynasty at lha C.I. lost Friday night
as th«y pertormad on* of tho 20 to 25 songs lha group doa» in
an ovoning.

One
of
the
most
discouraging things about
playing in a place like the C.I.
is reaching the end of a song
the group thinks has gone
really well and finding no

Music recitals set for weekend
Musical events for the
remainder of the week range
from a woodwind quintet to
the marching band concert.
Tomorrow the University's
Chamber Orchestra will
present a recital at 8:15 p.m.
in Recital Kail School of
Music. The orchestra is made
up of students and is directed
by Emil Robb.

ensemble will perform at 8:15 clarinet. Martin Woltman.
p.m
in Recital Hall. instructor, performance
music, oboe; Herbert
instructor,
Members of the quintet are Spencer.
Harold Skinner, associate performance music, horn;
professor of music education. Hobert Moore, assistant
performance
flute; Edward Marks, professor.
assistant
professor, studies, bassoon; Edwin
performance studies. Belts, professor, performance

studies, trumpet; and Dave
Miller, teaching fellow, bass
clarinet.
The Falcon Marching Band,
directed by Mark Kelly, will
present its final concert of the
year at 8 pm. Monday in the
Grand Ballroom of the Union.

Side Door reopens in Union
with casual entertainment

Saturday, the second
Scholarship Fund Series
concert will feature David
Pope, pianist The Fund
The Side Door has reopened
provides scholarships for
music students. The concert is
Started last year as an
at 830 p.m. in Recital Hall
Admission is $2.50 for adults informal coffeehouse by
Union Activities Organization,
and SI for students
the Side Door will be open
Sunday.the Woodwind Quintet, every Friday and Saturday
a permanent resident faculty night from 8:30 to 11 30 p.m
The coffeehouse is located

in the Carnation Room of the
Union via the side door. It can
be reached by going in the
doors nearest Prout Hall,
which go directly into the
Carnation Room.
Admission is J 25
Friday and Saturday the

Side Door will feature
folksingers Pam Dinerman
and Dan Kimple.
Dec. 3 there will be an open
microphone for all interested
and talented students who
wish to perform. Anyone can
come up and use the
microphone.

MatwtfinaYVO wy Mawcy Ltmiaw

Concert
9'9

Dynasty porformod its first gig togothor at the John Sobostian concert last'
month. Th* group has also porformod in concert with Sugarloaf at Iho Draught
House and eventually hopos to join a regular concert tour. They are currently
playing in various bars in tho Bowling Oroan-Tolodo area.

NICHOLS THIRD ANNUAL "College Night"!
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11

Due to large crowds of last month's college night, we are extending hours to

ONE MORE TIME
Denim Flares
Reg. $7.00

$^99

2

SELECT GROUP
OF SWEATERS

CASUAL SLACKS
FROM OUR OWN STOCK
Reg. $8.00 TO $14.00

HALF PRICE
BODY SHIRTS
Reg. 3.10.00
$10.00
Keg.

Tonight Only

HALF PRICE
NORFOLK STYLE
CORDUROY COAT
Reg. $50.00

$2 if 95

34'

STORE HOURS:
Mon. — Thurs. — Frl.
Tue. — Wed. — Sat.
1 o AM. — 9 P.M.
10 AM. — 5:30 P.M.

5 P.M. TO 10 P.M.

DRESS SHIRTS
Reg. $8.00 TO $11.00
All Styles, Sizes, & Colors

$3.79
EACH

BODY SHIRTS

Aj|AA

5

§1 .*j*$

KNIT SHIRTS

99

Reg. $10.00 to $15.00

310

Reg. $10.00 & $12.00

1

$159

This sale will start at 5 P.M. Thursday evening and will continue all
day Friday and Saturday.

%

NICHOLS

.^Ba^^aa*.

master charge]
"*■■■*

109 South Main Streat BOWLING GREEN1, OHIO

"taaSVU

USE OUR OWN
90-DAY PLAN
NO INTEREST

■

top •/Th» M fctowt. Thwntoy. M««ta II. It71

C/a/ms officer testifies

My Lai case continues
FT. MEADE. Md. (AP)-The
officer formerly in charge of
compensating
relatives
of
Vietnamese
noncoinbatants
•killed or injured by soldiers in
- Col. Oran K
Henderson's
command testified yesterday
he received no requests for
'such payments from the My
Lai massacre.
'' Capt. Donald J. Keshel told
Henderson's My Lai coverup
court-martial he had heard a
'rumor civilians had been murdered at the hamlet, but processed
no
claims
for
"solatium'' payments
The witness, now stationed
at Ft Campbell. Ky . said it
was military policy in Vietnam to make these direct payments "to express solace, to
tell the person we are sorry."

Keshel. the civilian affairs
officer in Henderson's llth
Brigade at the time of the
March 16. 1968. massacre,
said the "solatium'' for a
civilian
death
was
4.000
piasler-or about (33 at the
exchange rates then.
The money was paid to the
Vietnamese as an immediate
supplement to whatever other
reimbursement they might
receive through formal injury
and death claims processed
through
other
channels.
Keshel testified
KESHEL SAID sometime
after My Lai he was in the
officer's club of the 174th
Aviation Battalion and heard
two helicopter pilots at the
bar discussing the story of a

DOMINOS
352-5221

third pilot about civilians
being killed in the operation.
"The pilots were drunk."
Keshel said, "and I assumed it
to be a rumor They did not go
into details "
Keshel said proper treatment of civilians was constantly stressed by Henderson, who is charged with

stantive
reports
massacre.

of

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copf '71 Gen'l ttnnttct Cotp

the

Col. Francis Lewis who was
head chaplain of the American
Division, said he instructed
his chaplains to report such
matters to him.
"Not at any time did they
ever report anything about
this operation that would lead
me to believe this was a bad
show, that civilians were
killed,''
said
Lewis,
a
Methodist
minister
now
stationed in Thailand.

intentionally
failing
to
thoroughly investigate atrocity reports, failing to report
actual
or
suspected
war
crimes and lying to a Pentagon inquiry
He said Henderson was
"very concerned" when 12
Vietnamese were killed in an
ammunition van explosion in
August 1968. and authorized
him to seek approval to pay
double "solatium" to the victims' survivors.

DISCUSSING THE Roman
Catholic
priests
serving
Henderson's men, he testified
"they said that not even in
confession was anything bad
brought out about this operation."
Capt Earl E. Creswell, an
Episcopal chaplain, relayed a
complaint from a helicopter
pilot about unnecessary killing
at the hamlet Lewis said it
was the only such report he
received

THE CAPTAIN was one of a
series of defense witnesses
who said in their official
capacities in Vietnam they
received no direct nor sub-

ACROSS
1 Ma.inl finale.
S Elephant In
Krriilr (lira.
D| ago: Arch.
14 Completed.
15 Logician'! term
for fallaeiei.
16
town:
2 worda.
17 Freight train
unit 2 wordi.
20 Coitume.
21 International
document.
22 Graf
23 Beverage*.
24 Clove'a couiin.
27 Gratification.
31 Mlii Merman.
32 Landed Scotchman.
33 Golfer Snead.
34 Territory in
Europe.
35 Feature*, of 34
A (TOM.

43
44
45
48
S2
54
55
56
57
58
59
1

2
3
4
5

36 Golfer Saracen.
6
37 Hgt.
7
38 Foreign Secre8
tary under Atlee.
39 Canalboat.
9
40 Physical.
10
11
42 Egyptian

statesman.
Tall grass.
Vex.
Planet.
Dietitian's
concern.
Anthor of "For
Whom the Bell
Tolls"- 2 words.
Plane..
sifbt (beyond reach:
2 words.
Fiber plant.
Part of a
derrick.
Newspaper
feature.
Sycamore.

•■I
12 Office copy, for
short.
13 Reactionary.
18 Constrain.
19 Mountain
nymph.
23 Unnatnraliaed
one.
24 Tablelands.
25 NATO member
26 "
the way the
money goes..."
27 Sudden fright.
28 Employers.
29 Cattle country.
30 Turkish title.
32 Black and blue.
35 Album entries.
36 Illumination.
DOWN
38 Beverages.
Center..
39 Child: Scot.
Kiln.
41 Most reliable.
Defenders:
42 Inform.
Abbr.
44 Piece of gossip.
Cop In action.
45 Polish ParliaGreat bell In
ment.
London:2 words 46 Region.
Girl's name.
47 Blasting
Drill.
substances.
Newburg:
■IB Clear: Span.
49
Pitcher.
2 words.
Snakes.
50 Title.
Outlet.
51 Transcribe.
Cape in Portu- S3 Dwelling.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

FOR DAD'S DAY
BIG. FLUFFY. GOLDEN BROWN,
SPUDNUTS
THAT MELT IN YOUR MOUTH

THE WIZARD Or ID

by Brant pnrker «nrl Johnny hart

For Breakfast

Boa off km opens 6:30
Carlooni al 7.00

Brunch

&

la-Car Heaters AvalaMs
(optional)

Parties
ORDER DAY IN ADVANCE

10% DISCOUNT ON LARGE ORDERS

FRIDAY. SATURDAY. SUNDAY ONLY

SPUDNUT COFFEE SHOP

at 7:15

MON.-SAT.6 A.M.-6P.M.
SUN. 8-12 (NOON|

cJVlaid

In Sweden

Thursday Night Is
BGSU & BGHS NITE I.D s nee. includes oil
area students - St 00

STADIUM PLAZA
352-9150

SUNDAY

OPENING TIL 3 P.M.

ADULTS

$1.00

■mi

CLaSSIFIED -*®*~

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday Nov II, 1971
Dean s Advisory Council. 1st floor Payes fall. 12 I pm
Pave gripes about business'' Come lo Ihe gripe table in
Paves

anrrM»T own www AND mm coaronuau
coHctrr or LUXURY auTiiiiAaaHNn

ITJDI
TUE.

"MISTY"

CUNT EASTWOOD

7:20-9:30

Law Society. 7 pm. Alumni Room. Union Dean Edwards
Irom Toledo Law School Admissions Office will be
speaking All interested students welcome

— STARTS WEDNESDAY —
Features at 7:30, 9:30

University Karate Club. Forum. Student Services Bldg 7
9 pm Open to Ihe public Free information

Something is after Jessica. Something

Campus Crusade lor Christ Faculty Lounge. Union. 7 pm

very cold, very wet... and very dead.

Christian Science Testimonial Meeting. 6 30 pm Prout
Chapel
BGSU Fencing Club. South Gym, Women's Hldg 7 pm
Practice Beginners welcome
Center for Research in Social Behavior is sponsoring
Prof Charles Tilly of University of Michigan lo give an
informed talk on Study of Violence " 3 pm Pink
Dogwood Suite. Union

Laundromat <2 doors from
Lums i

Taahe champion ol Ihe
Chicago luurney

Do Ihe dead return*
Kolc knows'

Molly Ma says- The
Germans are coming' The
Germans are coming' And so
are the Phi Delt s to the Phi
Mu Pub party' Ya'

FRIENDS remember Ihe
flower stand on the corner'
Well, it is temporarily BWVtd
into Adam l Needle. Come in
and make Mimeone happy with
l lowers 352-9143 Wr deliver
Settle back with some new
music
aI
FINDERS
RECORDS \ TAPKS I2S N
Main New LP'f ChicagoColumbia
Joni MitchellReprise. Jell Beck-Epic.
YokoOnn Apple Cat StevensAAM. Van Morrison-Warner
Bros Phono needles
I
LOOK'' LARGE 12 lb wash 25
cents at STADIUM PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT |] doors
from Lums i
PAGLIAIS NEW I'Ol'KS 5
until 2 Sun thru Thurs S until 3
Fri & Sal Paflial'l 1004 S
Main 352 7571

Middle Class Youth presents Groupies, a film featuring
Joe Cocker and his Grease Band. Ten Years After and
Spooky Tooth in 1051'anna at 7.9

Inga At Sixteen,
Her Coming Of Age.
DENNIS FniEOLAND AND CHRISTOPHER C OEWEY PRESENT

ACANNON PRODUCTION juaid In

Sweden

STARRING KRISTINA LINOBERG as Inga • MONIKA EKMAN
01

0S1S8W.T" "

ACANNON RELEASE £

FRIENDS & LOVERS AT 9 P.M.

BGSU Sailing Club. 16. Overman. 7 JO pm

'kOtftlkv i r-nbxo

"Let's Scare Jessica H><Deathr
ta-^fohilnpm BartoHnmin "wnOCenu due*™CaMl Ionttinsrv. MUrni-.,-COJWO
»a**faM«n Joms ml*>li*i.«„hDi,n ft tfcu > %mM*,M*tHntiX Cab HVwwtM

GP -JKS!R3L.<«»
ENDS
TUE.

DAITON TRUMBO S
JOHHNTGOTHISGUN

— STARTS WEDNESDAY

"CHILLS AND SPILLS
CROWD THE SCREEN.

—Time Magazine

"BREATHTAKING!
SWEEPING AND EXCITING."
"BRILLIANT!"
"

—Newsweek

-The New Yorker

m

Features at 7:30, 9:36

Homosexual is an Adjective
not a Noun1 People interested
in talking to like-minded
persons call 352-4752 on Tues.
Wed. or Thurs evening
between 7 9

Phi Alpha Theta i National Pistory Ponoram Pink
Dogwood Suite. Union 7 30 pm Imporlantorganijalional
meeting
Attention Jr and Sr in I'PE. Important meeting
concerning State Certification. Nov II. 1971. 7 pm Ice
Arena Lounge

Do the dead return''
Kolc knows'

Andre

Outing Club. 100 Women's Bldg 6 pm Meeting for all
members Details on our plans lor Sunday's Porseback
riding will be discussed along with our nest outing

Alpha Phi Omega Actives
Beware of Pledges - Phi Phi

Women's Recreation Assoc Volleyball vs Deliance. 7 30
pm North Gym. Women s Bldg

Fang" Love is a sparkling
surprise' Congrats to you &
Skippy Love. Ill' Nancy

7:10,9:30

Wanted attractive efficient
I,old chain wrist watch in waitress to work 5 JO am to 2
Grad Center
Please call pm or II am to 8 pm
Experience
preferred,
Cinde 372 4602
transportation
necessary,
apply in person Neelys
RIDES
Restaurant. River Road.
Ride needed lo Kent Fri Nov. Walerville. Ohio B78-J048
12 please call Karln 372-4410
SERVICES OFFERED
Need ride to Ball-DC
Wu
Thanksgiving share 8 S52-7203
"« b»» storage available
phone 352 SOM
alter 6pm
Ride needed to Phila area
Thanksgiving break 2 3904
Ride needed Wash
Thanksgiving will
expenses Jack 2-1080

DC • Will do typing and ironmg
share Call 352-7748
PERSONALS

NEEDED
ride to Boston
Thanksgiving will share
expenses-call Kathy 352-6418
Need ride to OSU Fri Nov 12,
Susie 2-4825
HELP WANTED
Equal opportunity full time
clerical position
For
application call Wood County
Opportunity Center 484-4111

Want to learn Swedish"
3529224
BEYOND TUB ORDINARY
custom engagement rings
PPILIP MORTON CONTEMPORARY JEWELRY
112 W Wooster. 353-9832 Open
9-5

MIR SALE UR RENT
(ierblls 21 00 354-6292
For Sale
Slightly used
microscope, will take best
ofler 172 Mill
For Sale Girl's bike. Vista.
27 5 speed Call 2-5463
For Sale 10-speed ATALA 3
months used 285-352-0978
Used Armstrong Norseman
snow tires - 7-75-15 good
condition call 354-7434
Pagstrom II guitar $100 or
best oiler 352-6202
IS" portable TV Best offer
352-0940
Lale

12x50 1969 Llbertv trailor lum
1 carpeted on lot 352-6235

Do the dead return'' Andre
Kole knows'
Apartment available for 1
female-Winter & Spring Qtr

■MIM

NEEDED 1 F for Winter Qtr
Only ISO mo Call 3&2-S22I
WANTED
mo Own
Winthrop
Spring call

I fm rmte 160 a
rm in a 3-man
Ter
Winter A
3524265

Apt sublease for 1 or 2 Spring
and Summer Qtrs CPEAP
call Kathy or Lynn 352-6418
1 or 2 female roommates
needed for Winter and Spring
Quarter Call Linda after 4 at
352-7263
Need I fm rmte lo sublet W1S
new 3-man apt close to
campus. S65 month, call
Cindy 3722819 iBG News I or
352-5451 after 7 pm
M rmmale needed Village
Green. 352-6172
Eff Greenview 8130 a mo Uttl
pd 352-1195 2-6pm
WANTED-I M to subleiw or
W-S 352-0029

21" color T V for sale 875
Contact Mark Solow 352-7909

Spacious apt lor 2 or 3 girls- I
block from campus Win A Sp
Qtrs call 352-0635

For Sale 1964 V W Bus Ex
cond Newpainl 352-0466

2 bd apt al
sublease 352-9119

For Sale 19(9 Karmann Ghia
call 352-0300

2 bdrom duplex stove 4, refrig
turn No pets 354-1855

67 VW Sunroof 8900 or best
offer Call 353-6853 i between 5
and 7pm i

Fm rmte by Nov 15 NO
deposit 865 353-2721 >i blk frm
campus

on

Female wanted immediately to
share mobile home near
campus 840 mo 354-8855

Tom - Pope your 20th
happy' Sharon

1 or 2 female roommates
needed Winter Quarter for
house on S Summil-855/mo.
call 353-6641

Fourth girl needed for
remainder of school year
First months rent FREE
843 75 per month. Call 352-OM2
between 10am-2 30pm

I Janet - Finally you're wearing
,h
* rresenl moon and pearls Your
dream come true
Congratulates Chris

Experienced typist Theses
term papers Call 354-7571

Andre

"Me and my gal Irom Delta
Town Congrats to NANCY
and KEN on their DELT-Phi
pinning The PPIS

Fender Bandmaster
style. 8175 372-3856

French Club.
'uo 7. pm.
in La Maison Francaise

w

Do the dead return''
Kole knows'

WANTED-male roommale
must be quiet Needed to
move olf Winter Quarter call
Fred Johnson rm
112
I'arshmanB 2-3184

Alpha Oil's know what make
Saturday's great • Thanks Alpha Sigs
Do the dead return''
Kole knows'

Andre

Congratulations Phi NANCE
your U of C Delt pinning
416- PS II you want us. we'll
be in front ol the Y MCA

Alpha Phi Omega Pledges
Beware ol Actives - Phi Phi
Thanks to the Alpha Chi
Omega s for the parly with
Ihe Kappa Sigma Pledges
Rings sure seem to be the
thing at the PPI house! - huh
FeiUJ" Congrats lo DIANE
and SKIP on their BETA-PHI
engagement - The PHIS

SPECIAL' 8 lb dry cleaning
82 50 STADIUM PLAZA SCA congratulates Barrfinn

FACT LINE

Needed 4 girls to rent a huge
new apartment close a to
campus Winter A Spring Qtrs.
We graduate and must find
girls Ph. 3524174
GREENVIEW 1 4 2 bem
fum A unlurn Call between
2-6pmMon-Sal 352-1185

Greenview

1 F roommate needed Winter
close to campus call Debbie
JS2-7740
2 males needed for double
room on Pike St Close to
campus Call 354-4284 or 353
8593
Will appreciate return of two
notebooks and a folder taken
by mistake from the shelf at
Umv Bookstore Call Monica
372-5288

FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED NOW
Clow to
campus 865 mo Call Alice Do the Dead return" Andre
Kole knows'
352-7184

372-2445

The M N*«n. Thvnal^r, NwramWr 11, 1f71/P^a «

Civil rights record cited

Labor slams Rehnquist
union urged the Senate Judi- of executive supremacy and
ciary Committee to reject diminution of personal freeRehnquist's nomination, using dom."
UAW President Leonard
basically the arguments civil
rights leaders had the day Woodcock, in a statement
before.
read by an aide, said that
Andrew J. Biemiller, testi- Rehnquist "possesses neither
fying for the AFL-CIO. called the breadth of vision nor the
Rehnquist "a right-wing humanity which is required of
zealot...an extremist in favor a Supreme Court justice."
The committee chairman.
Sen. James 0 Eastland (DMiss.i has expressed confidence that Lewis F. Powell
Jr., and Rehnquist will be
speedily confirmed by the
Just before final action, the Senate after the committee
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Senate passed last night a Senate rejected 46 to 39 a non- acts on the nominations
Sen. Birch Bayh tD-Ind.l.a
slimmed down. $1.1 billion binding move to express conforeign economic aid bill lo gressional opinion in favor of member of the committee's
replace the fatter package a reduction in U.S. support for liberal bloc, also has said he
thinks both nominees have
United Nations agencies.
rejected 12 days ago.
The House action followed a majority support despite his
It voted in favor of the new
bill after rejecting amend- State Department warning frequently expressed misments to increasing funds and that the aid-administering givings about Rehnquist's
ease lending restrictions. agency will be put out of busi- appointment
Eastland said yesterday
Action on a companion mili- ness Monday if Congress does
tary aid bill, second half of a not provide for temporary Rehnquist. an assistant attor$2 3 billion package, is financing until a regular ney general, "is a badly persecuted man."
authorization bill is passed.
scheduled for today.
The Senate vote was 61 to
23.
The House meanwhile, was
expected to pass and send to a
doubtful fate in the Senate an
interim funding resolution.
The economic aid measure
includes many of the restrictions in the earlier bill,
including a ban on aid and
military sales to Pakistan and
a requirement that $12 billion
in impounded domestic funds
be released before aid funds
can be spent.
WASHINGTON JAPI-Labor
leaders joined yesterday in
the attack on the civil rights
and civil liberties record of
William H. Rehnquist, one of
President Nixon's nominees
for two Supreme Court vacancies.
Spokesmen for the AFL-CIO
and the United Auto Workers

Bill on foreign aid
passed by Senate

Niwiptwi. by MM—1 Mi—I

Language
lecture

Dr. Harry Ho«mann, assistant professor of psychology, gives a lecture on sign
language as a snoak preview lo a coune dealing with the language of tho deal
which will be offered next quarter

Deaf 'talk' through signs
By Demals Seeds
"Most teachers of the deaf
don't know either sign language or finger spelling, and
as a result, may be unaware of
their students saying 'I don't
like you' to their face," said
Dr. Harry Hoemann, assistant
professor of psychology, at his
sign language lecture yesterday.
"It is important to understand the nature of the
channels of communication of
the deaf," he said. "No one
teaches a deaf child sign language "
"This (the lecture) is really
a sneak preview of a course,"
explained Or Hoemann. This

winter, under Psychology 4W.
a course entitled "American
Sign Language of the Deaf"
will be offered.
HE PRESENTED by the
means of video tape an experiment he carried out last
month with young deaf men
and women at the KentuckySchool for the Deaf
In the experiment, one deaf
person viewed a stimulus
photograph and was to
describe it using sign language, finger spelling or additional methods to another deaf
person.
The sender's description,
the receiver's comprehended
message, and the receiver's

f)

English translation were total communication is
carried out through sign lanrecorded and compared
Dr. Hoemann said he has guage." he said.
Dr. Hoemann noted that the
just begun to analyze the data
kind of teaching a deaf person
Finger spelling and sign lan- may receive may actuallyguage differ in that each word further the handicap.
is spelled out in finger spelling
"Sign language is sometimes a more comfortable
and no pantominc is used
medium than finder spelling."
"MOST EDUCATORS view he pointed out. He explained
sign language as something that sign language may take a
that should be stamped out." much shorter time lo accomsaid Dr. Hoemann
He plish its message than finger
explained that finger spelling spelling.
Dr. Hoemann traced
uses English syntax while sign
language used a syntax of its communication development
in a deaf person
own
"There is one school in the
United States, the Maryland
HE SAID youngsters often
School for the Deaf, in which use pantomime.but by the age
of eight it is eliminated and
finger spelling or sign language takes over. By age 12.
he said they use finger spelling when communicating
with superiors and sign lanmillion members if necessary guage when communicating
to win fair pay gains
with their peers.

Meany himself, in a telegram from Washington to
labor leaders here, continued
to keep his own counsel on
whether to quit the pay board
"The AFL-CIO convention
... will make its own judgment
on labor's future activities as
they relate to the Pay Board
and all of the President's
economic machinery and proposals." said the 77 year-old
"Mr Labor.''

Hy Lites
Hard and Soft Rock

Car Wash

5 gal. .50
1000 S. MAIN

RAIN CHECK

ORDER FOOTBALL MUMS
and BOUTONNIERES
for
THE DAD S DAY GAME
it

THE FLOWERHOUSE
353-1045

A

•aWV*l -atlH

MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.
OF NEW YORK (MG NY)

fiP ALPHA-KERI

8*

3.15

^f> MINI-MIST

7«

1.75

(jpGILLETTE TRAC II

**«

2.95

fjp ALBERTO BALS0MReg * *""■ 1 49
lip RIGHT GUARD ' *0l.
1.09

1

Don't pass up these savings at the
Corner of N. Main and E. Wooster

15 gal. Free wash
10 gal. .75

•at*?-

Martin R. Stancik
372-5040

CENTRE DRUG SPECIAL

The judge issued a 60-day
injunction but reserved ruling
on the draft act's legality or
merits of Bonn's case

GULF
gas

v»jf

S0/l\e+ P.M. W*XN* ***M

Barbara. Kelleher scheduled
Dec. 9 for further arguments.
Bonn's attorney argued that
the draft law signed by President Nixon Sept. 28 forbids
involuntary induction of anyone within 90 days of its taking
effect

1

H 1P^\
^^)J

UAO. T/AccA'c "7cvr«am«AiT

Draft law challenged
in Calif, court case
LOS ANGELES (API-Officials say about 10.000 draftees
could be affected by the legal
maneuver of a 23-year-old
man who says that under the
1971 Selective Service Act
nobody can be drafted before
Dec 28
US District Court Judge
Robert J Kelleher issued a
preliminary injunction Tuesday blocking the induction of
Earl S Bohn II of Santa

Selling Insurance
is not my job - helping you
buy it

jgtf^L

ej^Mr j

*•*••*•••*•••*•*•••••*••••••••*•
*
*
*
*
The Peanuts' Musical
*
*
"You're A Good Man Charlie Brown
*

UAO PRESENTS

*

2 Performances Only
Sun.. Nov. 14 — 3:00 P.M. AND 7:00 P.M.
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE

J STUDENTS $1.00

Neither Biemiller nor
Woodcock opposed Powell, a
wealthy Richmond, Va. lawyer
The day's first witness was
Sen Lowell P. Weicker Jr.
(H ('unn I who urged approval
of Powell's nomination "with
pride and af fectiori."
Barbara G Kilberg. an
attorney testifying for the
National Women's Political
Caucus, expressed discontent
a woman had not been
nominated and said "we fully
expect the next Supreme
Court vacancy...to be filled by
an outstanding woman."
However, she said "We are
not asking you to reject either
Mr. Powell or Mr.
Rehnquist. because of their
sex."

■

'

**§'*.
(

BACHELORS ffl

Labor to fight controls
MIAMI BEACH. Fla lAPl- quit President Nixon's 15-man
AFL-CIO President George Pay Board or stay on it to
Meany and other labor leaders fight from within.
vowed yesterday to fight new
federal wage controls which
THE EXECUTIVE board of
they said would violate labor ths
500,000-member
contracts covering millions of Amalgamated Meat Cutters
workers.
said it will call strikes if
"We will not stand still and employers who have raised
see our contracts abrogated, prices refuse to give its
our work standards destroyed, members pay hikes blocked
our earnings drastically by the 90-day wage-price
diminished while all around us freeze which expires Nov. 15.
other sectors of the economy
The meat cutters, who
are doing business as usual." frequently clash with Meany's
Meany said
leadership, also pledged to
But there was a deepening fight in next week's AFL-CIO
split among union leaders convention for a resolution to
over whether Meany and four call a nationwide strike of the
other labor members should labor federation's nearly 15

"He is being persecuted
without cause by those
opposed to him," Eastland
declared in the midst of
Bicmiller's testimony.
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AAcCosh copes with temper
after suspension last season
By Agostoa A. Varsaeyl
Assistant Sports Editor
Hockey coach Jack Vivian
predicts very few temper
tantrums this season for
center Gordy McCosh.
It seems McCosh has done a
great deal of "growing up"
since his five-game
suspension last season which
was handed him by Vivian for
misconduct on the ice.
"In his first couple of years
he was rather undisciplinedcoming out of junior hockey
where they tolerated
flamboyant play," said
Vivian.
Vivian feels that this season
McCosh is on his way, having
solved his temper problem.

Pock
placer

Mean k« center Oordy
McCosh wai plagued loll
year
with
discipline
problems. This season he is
a likely prospect for the
loam's scoring title.

"ITS PRETTY DAMNED
hard to discipline somebody
with 3.500 fans encouraging
and only one coach opposing,"
said Vivian.
"I think he's finally come of
age, though, He can now
control himself," added
Vivian.
Immediately after the
Clarkson game last season
McCosh was suspended

because Vivian felt that his
actions were "detrimental to
the Bowling Green hockey
program."
This season McCosh's
actions at center are still
detrimental, but only for the
opposition.
"If I had to I'd do the same
thing again (suspend
McCosh),"
Vivian
emphatically stated,
"...irregardless of the
consequences-win, loose, or
draw."
For two consecutive years
Vivian's junior center from
Ajax, Ontario, has been a top
contender for the team's
scoring title.
Each year
McCosh has been deprived of

#

sporrs
Price freeze curtails increase
of Falcon hockey tickef prices
By Jack O'Breta
Assistant Snorts Editor
President Nixon's wageprice freeze has proved a
blessing for Bowling Green
hockey fans.
As a result of the current
freeze, the Bowling Green
athletic department was
unable to institute the
scheduled increase in hockey
ticket prices.
The proposed ticket policy
was announced last Feb. 17 by
former athletic director Bob
Bell. The proposal called for
an increase in adult reserve
seat tickets from $1.00 to
«2 00. student tickets from 50
cents to 75 cents, with a
general admission charge of
$1.50 at the gate. It was
approved by the athletic
committee early last year.
However, the wage-price

freeze which began August 15
and will end Saturday at
midnight halted the ticket
price increase.
"We are caught in a pinch,"
said Athletic Director Dick
Young.
"We budgeted on the
projected income from the
new ticket prices, but the
federal freeze prohibited us
from raising prices," he
added
THE ONLY CHANGE in the
hockey ticket policy for this
year was the elimination of
the individual game facultystaff ticket category. This
was done to arrive at a
consistency of ticket policy
among all fund raising sports,
according to Young.
Before the elimination of
the faculty-staff individual
game ticket category for

hockey, it was the only sport
for which the faculty could
purchase individual game
tickets at a discount rate.
However, the faculty and staff
still receive a special rate on
season hockey tickets just as
they do for season football and
basketball passes.
The change in student
purchasing procedure for
hockey, whereby a student
must purchase a 50 cent
student ticket in advance or
pay $1.50 at the gate for a
general admission seat, was
done in an attempt to achieve
crowd control.
Previously
students could buy 50 cent
tickets at the gate.
Regarding crowd size, the
athletic department has given
some consideration to the
erection of temporary
bleachers at the north end of
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Hockey series a "sell-out";
limited seating in Ice Arena
This weekend's hockey
series with Michigan State has
been declared a sell-out
according to Jim Krone.
Director of Tickets and
Promotion.
When contacted yesterday
afternoon at 1:45 Krone
commented there were only a
hundred tickets left for each
night and that they would be
gone within the hour.
Concerning the placement
of bleachers in the north end
of the Ice Arena for additional
seating, Krone said the
possibility was discussed by
the Athletic Department but
was discarded
"THE SEATING would be
limited anyway. The first four

rows of the bleachers would forget this week and buy your
be eliminated because of the tickets early for next week's
boards and also it would games.
eliminate the standing roomonly in that area." said Krone.
"We would only pick up about
200 additional seats and we
would have to erect the
bleachers and tear them down
before and after each game."
The reason for having to
move the bleachers after each
game is that the north end of
the Ice Arena Is used for
various physical education
classes and the bleachers
would interfere with these
claim.
So if you were planning w
attending the hockey series
this weekend and don't have a
ticket yet, you had better

the Ice Arena for hockey
games.
"If we can accommodate
more people safely we intend
to do it." commented Young.
"The addition of bleachers for
financial reasons is a minor
concern."
"We also have a space
problem at that end of the
arena because of the other
uses of that space by HPE
classes and indoor track," he
added. "We have to consider
what effect the erection of
bleachers would have on these
activities.
THE PROPOSED ticket
price increases for this season
were designed to increase the
subsidy for the overall hockey
program. The reason stated
by Young was largely to
accommodate the increase in
the program because of better
scheduling and more
extensive recruiting.
"The only thing we're trying
to do is get hockey in line with
the other major sports,"
explained Young.
"OUR ORIGINAL hockey
ticket policy was set up under
a club basis when we (the
athletic department) were
trying to cultivate it
(hockey)," he added. "We
were trying to get people to
come to the games rather
than sell tickets."
Young pointed out that
hockey has changed
tremendously in the past
couple of years. Fans are
seeing a better quality of
hockey than they did in the
past.
"It's a whole new ball
game," explained the former
head Falcon baseball coach.
"It is going from minor league
to major league."
"You can't go from
operating a team that plays
local hockey clubs to a
program featuring Michigan
State and Clarkson, etc.,
without an increase in
operating funds," he added.
"People want to see good
hockey but don't want to pay
for it," commented Young.
"At SO cents (student price)
we can't keep the same
caliber of competition."
Students now have
approximately 90 per cent of
the seating area in the arena,
with
the
remaining
percentage of the seating
space going to reserve ticket
holders.
Young indicated a general
revamping of the whole
athletic department ticket
pricing and policy will
probably occur within one
year.
At for now, fans can enjoy
Falcon hockey at "bargain
prices" because next season
prices will Increase to the
scheduled rate, barring any
action taken by President
Nixon limiting entertainment
ticket price increases

playing a full season for the
icers.
Last year, for example,
McCosh boasted a record of 40
total polnts-14 goals and 26
assists In only 19 games.
In addition to the selfinflicted
five-game
suspension, McCosh was out
for nine games because of
injuries sustained in the Ohio
State series.
"UNFORTUNATELY,
when you have a good hockey
player, everybody takes after
him," Vivian said. "Ohio
State does have a rough team,
and during the game a kid
clubbed McCosh across the
neck, causing a vertebra
problem the rest of the
season."
McCosh, however, is
starting his third season for
the Falcons in top physical
and mental condition. Again
this season he will be
contending for the team's
scoring title. But McCosh
feels that it does not matter
who scores the goals as long
as the team wins.
"I'm not worrying about a
scoring championship,"
McCosh said. "I just like to
help the team win."
"If I get the points, fine; if
someone else on the team gets
them, that's fine too," he
added.
Last season McCosh wound
up second in a combination

center-defense role. Of the
two positions he prefers
center.
"I can get Into the play
more often at center and I
really enjoy handling the
puck," McCosh said.
"On
defense if you make a mistake
you're the last one there,
while on offense, if you make
a mistake there is stUI the
defense."
McCosh who always likes to
be In the middle of the action,
according to Vivian, will
probably see more than his
share this weekend as he will
be managing the puck against

Squeeze
play

Michigan State
"YOU CANT take anything
away from Michigan State
They're an established team,
whereas we're still building,"
McCosh said. "The only way
we can establish ourselves is
by winning this weekend."
McCosh feels that the team
should take one game at a
time and he gives little
credence to NCAA title talk
"I don't go along with
NCAA
championship
predictions yet," said
McCoah. "I'd love to aee it.

Bvocyono In fttM photo
puck is. Even Oordy
traffic jom.
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and the whole team would
love to see it, but hockey Is a
game of the breaks and you
work for your own breaks."
The Falcon icers will not be
playing against the Ryerson
Rams this weekend, and as
McCosh said, the team will
have to make Its own breaks.
Michigan State is an
established team and will not
be giving breaks to anyone.
McCosh, however, has
indicated by his past
performance that he can
make his own breaks-as long
as his temper remains under
control in the process.
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McCosh, No. 7, is caught up in this
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10%
DISCOUNT
ON EVERYTHING IN THE STORE FOR
2 DAYS 0NLY-FRI. & SAT. NOV. 12th & 13th
"See you at the Lobby"

